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ITHACA COLLEGE ITHACA, NEW YORK FEBRUARY 27, 1975 VOLUME·48/N~ rt:J"' 
Administration Asked Volunteers N~t Responding 
. -· 
-- to·Publish Salaries· 
. False Alarllls Continue 
by Cathy Doyle 
·Personal experience with 
inade.quate advising prompted 
members of the Student 
Congress Academic Committee 
to begin an investigation on of 
the advising system. 
Chairman of the· Academic ·· 
Committee Janet Friend and 
- Mike Frieman, a member of the 
Committee, state /they want to 
·'make - people Aware of the 
inadequacies of the advising 
process and flnd a means in 
which to improve it." They feel 
many of the problems· 
confronted by students ,during 
the year, especially during 
registration, could be avoided if 
there was a .bet!er advising 
system. - :. 
., -
specific , cases when making 
.recommendations to ,the Deans 
as· well as to Student Congress. 
The Committee presently has 
· two ideas for improving the 
advising of students. They 
include academic and course 
information sess'ions in the 
crossroads during registration 
and the formulation of a 
handbook. 
Orientation Plans 
.The · handbook, Ms. Friend,; 
- explained, ~volved· from her 
work in the orientation plans for 
the fall of 197 5. "There is no 
real written source for academic 
information except the 
catalogue which excludes some Director.of .Safety a_nd sec!"ritY Lou With_lam 
By Mark Engstrom 
During a recent false fire 
alarm at Ithaca College two fire 
trucks and drivers arrived on the 
scene, accompanied by a grand 
total of. two volunterr-firemen. 
This meant that if there indeed 
had been a fire of any signifi 
cance underway, there would 
have been only four people here 
to fight it. 
The blame.for this situation 
does not lie with the Ithaca Fire 
Deartment. The Town of Ithaca 
paid the bity Fire Department 
$135,000 to respond-to all alarms, 
including those at Ithaca College, 
in 1975. 
One Truck 
·First Task ,, pertainent information. This 
· makes it difficult for students, 
_ . _ -:e5pecially · freshmen,~ to· become 
Their first task, according to acquainted with some academic 
C·ongress LookQ to Chief Charles Weaver of the o Fire Department says that in 
Ms. Friend, is to~ -develop·-an.- .policies.~· . 
adequate questionnaire· ..... an'd · " ·· · · ·· · 
interview system that" will _ Necessary M~terial 
most cass the deaprtment re 
Im . . s· .+ .... de + . "d . ' . sponds to an alarm with· one · .. -~e-_ '~ n~ vismg. -·-·-truck. !I'heexceptionstothisrule 
are JC, NCR, Moorse Chain, and 
Ithaca Gun who all r~eive two 
trucks in case of an alarm, due to 
a greater life hazard. 
by Cathy Doyle pinpoint .what the exact 
. problem~ are. _ T)l.e Committee is prese_ntly The administration has been ddministration decided --to 
Frieman and Ms. Fr~end are compiling the necessary maferial fJ!quested to publish a list of publish their salaries, the 
presently constructmg a th .11 b . 1 d d . th administrative salaries. Provost "exaggerated rumors" would . . . at w1 e me u e m e ...._ questionnaire that will - be . h db · k Th h t h ve 1-t Frank Darrow is expected to subside and it would begin to d. t ·b d t · f an oo . ey ope o a 1s n ute o a cross-section o · 1 t d- f -br t' ·thi respond to -the request at the "close the gap" between the 
'_the campus .. The questionnaire comp e e or pu ica ion s next ·meeting of the Faculty faculty and administration. 
wHI control for the class; the summer. • Council."The faculty has already It was found in an opinion 
department and the Sex ·o·f the Both Ms. Friend and Frieman bl" h d 11 th th f It stated that advising is important pu _is e their . salaries m a pp at e acu y was 
students." ~ for the whole campus and .they/ fashion that retains an~nymity. overwhelmingly in favor of the 
How lnfo'rmed ask for cooperation from the George Clarkson,_ Chairman of publication of administrative 
students. They would appreciate the Faculty Counc1.1,. stat~d the salaries. This is believed to be 
h 1 'th th' · t and ask request for the adm1mstrahon to due to the suspected jpequities Questions that will be asked 
include: How many times have 
you met with your advisor this 
year?; How informed is your 
advisor.?; Is he/she accessible?: . 
Personal interviews· will also 
be conducted. These interviews-
·wm allow the Committee to ·e:ite 
e P .w_i_ h is Pf;J~~e to work publish their salaries is a between fa cul t'y :-c and 
:r~n;h:m~ :i,o~as information "reasonable request.'' administrative paychecks. The 
they, could use, to ple to please He do~s not ~ee, ~ nee ct _for Provost has admitted that 
contact them. Ms. Friend can be concealing salanes mformatwn . administrative salaries are on the 
1 d b Ir X~O d and feels if the administration average $5000 more than most 
FQ~ate . y ~al bml g··t 6- 06 an continues to do so it will merely ad mi nisti-ative salaries at neman 1s avai a e a . · · · f · ·1 · 
. "comp~und anamosity." · mst1tut10ns o s1m1 ar size. 
Clarkson also noted if. the· Accord_ing to Joseph 
/ conrinued on page I/ 
The fire department is large 
ly voiunteer, therefore the only 
peopJe that are guaranteed to 
show up at any given alarm are 
the paid drivers and officers. The 
volunteers respond to calls solely 
because of their dedication, and 
in the case of Ithaca College, that 
dedication is wearing thin. 
!. Weaver directly attributed 
"the growing lack of volunteer 
response to IC alarms to the 
growing number of ialse alarms 
on campus. "Just about all our 
volunteers are expected to get 
up for work at seven or eight 
/ 
f;Dntinued on page /4 
Phillips and McCord Explain Tuition In Crease 
·~· 
... _, -
by Warren Halladay The. 'President listed the 
President Ellis Phillips, be- primary financial _concerns that 
fore..a group of approximately 30 were considered and incorpor-
students, restated the re;isons ated into the budget .. He noted· 
for the 5 'per cent increase for the ·college's "significant debt 
Ithaca College and reassured the service" which is 1.661 million 
students . that the· decision was dollars and a student aid pro-
. made· only after extensive, can- ·gram which costs 1.382 million 
did . discussion -concerning the dollars, $100,000 up from Jast 
increased charges, years. He also' listed the 
President Phillips, along objectives of the ,budget ·which 
: .with. Vice:Presid_ents C~arles. were, to keep salaries compete-
ing. Physical Plant, Saga, and 
the administration came under 
fire from students who cited 
examples of waste. For the most 
part the ensuif!g discussion on 
these issues became filled with 
examples ~nd counter examples 
that ended in the asking of the 
next question. One strong 
student request was that the 
spending of the College be more 
open to-student scrutil\Y. 
Years Following ,. ~ McCord, Paul Fal'in"ella, and Gus tive, meet the costs of heat, 
. Perialas appeared Tuesday at an _ light, power, and mainten·ance of 
· after-the-{~. question-and the- school. Phillips mentioned all The administration spoke 
·_ -.answer .$ession ,concerning the dep11rl,ment he.ads were asked to. somewhat of the future, the 
.:'. 75-76 -budget. 'The Board of . cut·_ back before they subn:iitted affects of the cost increase, and 
· _ 'Trustees approved of the·budget their·· budget. n~s. "There's the chance of further increases in 
· - at their meeting.on February 13. ' sacrifice built into this.budget." years following. Vice ~sident 
• ·· · · · · . The. administrators ex · _\ of Business and ·Finance Paul 
,.. . . Justify the Budget . .'plain~· the ~xpeeted increase in 'Farinella said be is :worried about 
-' · · ·. :·· At t'!le session Phillips began inc~e _incorporated into the new It~aca_ College bemg fon:ed to 
,: .._ · ;_ ·· - . · · · ·. · ·,_·with ·a. short ~sentation, at- _ budgefwill fall $83,000 short of price itself out of the re~h .of 
;, ·.:-=-....:._. -·:".: ·• .. :·, _.,, .. -,;;-_ ·:)~mp~g'.~jusµfy~ebu~get. ,!flatchin_g:~~e-~ectefincrease. stude~ts. As_yet, ~owever._be 
'.~:_;-·· -. ·~-~;· ',,.· -.-·.',·. ,,·-, ','·, ·._. _:, . ·,-·_ '"'.>.mnmdtheotber:,admi¢strators·m,the,·operatm-g coat :or the- ha&<reennbunmediate_tJu:eat, 
· <: '·c:, .-;::.,-:-· ....• ::-;yj~~~~.;C,1d-...M~~~-~'..pns,1e1.~~~,,~ l"IIUJ~Pi ··,'- ·;;o, ·--~~n -fieldea- 9uestions.' :com .. CoJ.¥ge. : ·. _ · . -. • tboqgh tliaaffectsofthe mcrease 
':,;;:-~:-:,.""_· .. -·-1~:..:'.~.si~ ..• ,~.~~~~:-r·-..;J1'11.1ucreltt-,jt.-tiir'~~~ ·.::· .·-·~i~· .·· .. i>lalntS,.ancfs•imstionsfrom the-'·, The students· ·questions • ,~n eD!'()llme~t cannot be ~alua-
··- ~· '1 •. .:.•1;:;,:! ~. ;!°"",' ".~ ,'' • ~, ...... , . ._:1, ~ t'f,9?'"":1:~~'~\ ,.....,-. ,"' ,;,f' " :,_ z-...... .,..., ·~';..._,,I :.•: •' • • • .... ~..a ~.,ts•· '~.- • : '' ~ r __ .;.._1.. t "1._~ ~~--... ., •,-. d '' co ti .-0 - pm>• 11 
- .... p,,~·',•·$#··~··,,,' •,.'s-"-'-•'" ....... ,. --~~· ''tftlll'~f-p:iiOIDlilltlif•f '. ' ,·,!"~~en ,.·, ,,.,, ',, .... ,,, ¥ v,• •~'f'nn,, ·........-.,·concern~- apl3D - ., .. ' ' ,. nu .... -· -· ' 
~;,;.~~:~~,~~~r~~:~1~;~~~1::·%~:4i,~~:~~~~-~:~-::0;,,.-.~<k~t~,~~~;~:J~::'~--;.;,~~~:-~·;· ----~ : ;~~-~.~--~._:. -~·~:~i,,..:.:~~-:::·.--~~-c·.~;:: :., ·:·, : · .. _,._. ~'.- ·-, _ ,_ _,:_:;_:·,·:·;·~:~~-> ~·'..::- ~-~ :·· · . . · ', . · . -_. ~- -- . . 
nie ith,ic;;;:, Feb:.;~ ~{i!i~5:Ji~f ' . ' .,,_,. ,-; : ~/i ., ~ -, ' ; ' •. ,~:,~;t::·r,·,':t:~;::r~·;1:r;;r;;;i1i,:[tj1]}f 
, · :::<:'.>, . . · G .. ·-··· ... -- .- . · _,_.,, l!t'"'·lt\ -, .. ·, .. ~-..... --·" . 
V~nita_ ~i_h_ fi-B_ t~W_~: , · ; · ·.·. :./-~Pt~!;~;~'~-?; -;'§·'.· 
e - 'BJ.Jy~rs aD.,.l$ijjJers, _· ·· · 
by _Rick Bost_ick 
John Br'ew is the only 
vegetaril!!! cook employed by 
Ithaca College. Age 23, John is a 
yegetarian himself because he-
d9esn't believe in killing animals-
-for any reason. It's~ simple, yet 
almost religious conviction. A 
reverence for animals is appre-
ciation for life itself. Not many 
people can live comfortably and 
not live off the numerous pro-
ducts of butchered animals--do-
mesticated or.. wild. Leather 
shoes, coats, skirts, luggage, {!,re 
all part of the profit man reaps 
from the slaughtering of the 
earth's animals. · 
John was a student here at· 
one time and graduated in 1973 
as a Philosophy major. Origin-
ally a music major-(the School 
was "too conservative"), John 
switched to General Studies, the 
one really popular field of study 
here at Ithaca College: He also 
studied English prior to his 
becoming a Philosophy major. 
Job in Cafeteria 
'l'he one thing consistent 
during John's college career was 
. his job in the Union Cafeteria 
dishroom. He started working 
there as a freshman, and by the 
time Saga got on the.scene, John 
was driving a truck. After 
graduation in the Spring of 1973, 
John ·experienced a real let-
down--. the governmental joli he 
had "all lined up" in the field of 
drug . education did not exist· 
anymore, as former President 
Nixon had cut off all the funds. 
So John joined the Cole 
Brothers Circus, leaving Ithaca 
to travel with. them-- only to 
return some four days later!_ In 
need of a job, he went to Saga 
' 
and they gave him back the truck · 
driving job. John_ dro'Ve tha~ 
truck all year Jong, until the 
vegetarian -cook quit. "When 
Spring came around, they (Saga) 
asked me to try it out. I trJ~ it, 
and I've beeri doin' it e'trer ~ince." 
John appears unconcerned 
with the use of vitamins, special 
Zen cooking-and other superflous 
aspects of vegetarian eating in 
his own diet. "I try to -eat a 
-cheese sandwich with: ,-pe11nut 
_ butter a_nd a glass of milk each 
· ·-.:.. :. · . The _idea for the Grapevine 
· by Cindy Schwartz ·. - vJ aiit · A~s = was ·thought. of by 
The Grapevine Want-Ads is Dick Clark·· and Karl Kayser, 
a free weekly periodical than>ne both · of · whom ·had previously 
. can find .on campu~. along with worked at various:jobs in Ithaca. 
the Ithacan, the I~ New The· two.--believed· -tluit ·people. 
Times~· and the Good Times · don!t communicate well, an9 this 
Gazette. . · - - . - -- . _type of : publication · coµld help· 
Must Be V eg~tarian 
The only requirements for 
the job are; one ·should · be a 
vegetarian, (as John has been 
since his junior year in high 
school), and one must learn to 
cook big. He· estimates he cooks 
for 50-100 people each meal, 
cons,idering . the fact that not -
everyone who eats the vegetar-
ian meal is a vegetarian. 
There· are three categories 
of food in the vegetarian dinner; 
fresh vegetables, fruit or yogurt, 
and a casserole dish. The -two 
main--vegetables from the line are 
also offered at the vegetarian 
table. Prepared menus are rare-
John usually has to make due/ 
with what's there. Surprisingly 
day," John states- in his quiet, 
·relaxed voice, " .. .- and I find 
that's enough to get me goin'. A 
lot of coffee helps too." 
Future Plans 
"I' like working~·, · l!e com-
ments, "but I can't see working 
here more than even a couple 
more yeru:s". Any specific plans 
for the future? "Some land in the 
country ... just live on that". 
The paper was .. es~ablisbe~ '.get-people together.~ The paper 
in .August of 1974 ~ an experi- - is composed of individual want 
ment ·to, see·-. if pe_oJ!le _were -an.d display_ ads sold at twenty 
interested in commumcatmg words for.a dollar. · 
through a community exchange - --'- The want ads range in 
of private ~uyers and sellers: _._variety from athletics to ·plants 
The experiment apparently to instruction: . It is a, simple 
- proved worthwhilfl, and tlte means of communication . that 
result.is a re&"';'lar weekly papflr get!! th~ buyers . and ·'.sell~rs 
that is a- p_ublic sei:-vice to help - together on ordinary· and hard-
peop_le get Jobs, and save mo!1ey _ to-find items, good:quality_ spe-
by buying goods and services, · 
inexpensively. . continue~ on page /4 
-Jn4epinde-nts Reac! tQ Greek Life 
enough, most of his time is spent by Barbara Fox also feels very str~ngly about the practice of 
working on P~ of the main - College fraternities · claim to· possess the · pledging. "l never would" put up with it~''. ~he said 
meal, not in the vegetarian area. intangible quality of ."brotherhood." Similarly, the vehemently. She believes that pledging is a 
When asked about any assis- · quality of "sisternood" allegedly·· exists in sorori- violation of the equality that is ·sup~e~ to. exist 
tance, John-said, "We all.help ties. Butmwitoneliveinafraternitytoexperience between college·students: In.her ~ords, "as a 
each other". - close friendships and memor~ble experiences which pledge you are drilled; you are ordered aro~d. yo_u 
- are part of tt. ~ "brotherhood"? What ~ethereal are like a maid to the sisters."_. , _ 
Friendly Cooperation 
'fhe time seems to go by 
easily in the Union· with such 
friendly ·cooperation. The only 
thing that bothers John about 
cooking in the Union ··is- the 
equipment. Is it adequate? 
"I'f'S TERRIBLE1'. New equip-
ment was promised a long time 
ago, but it hasn't arrived in the 
Union Careter~a yet. 
meanings of the ordeal.of pledging and the hectic . The "ridiculous" ·pranks_ that 'occur during 
, fraternity lifestyle? Finally, are the Ithaca College· pledging are·"dis~sting" to·Lisa,• On one occasion 
frats and sor()rities ideal, or could they benefit from she walked 1nto the bathroom to find the bathtub 
improvement. . - . - . . ( filled with, earthworms;' the work of ·fraternity· . 
Apswers ·-to these questions are · neither' pledges,>Later, Lisa discovered large trees had, 
· clear-cut nor ~asy ~ find._ In ~ ~t~empt to_ ~arify ·been "planted" in the toilets. Neither can Lisa find 
some of the·1ssues, I talked mdiv1dually-\l,'.fth an a·point,to the exercises the sisters t1lquire of the 
independent in Gamma Delta Pi, Lisa Korn, and · piedges, s~ch as.reciting the G~k alphabe~ before 
John Romain, an independent in Pi Lambda Chi, a lighted match burns down- to the pledge's 
both of whom have glimpsed at ·the worltjngs of fingertips. Tl;le penalty. for failing to fi!ll;Sh the 
"fraternal" organizations. To round out-the field, alph~t in t_ime consists of having ·to do meni-'1 
two residents of the East Tower, Dan Zimmermann tasks for the .sisters,_ like .malting- their beds for a 
and Bill Sullivan were interviewed to uncover the4' week, "which can be a real pain~ especially if the 
... ~pinions of-1.C. frate~!!iti~s:_ - pledge I1ves·all the way down in the Quads," Lisa. 
OUIDN-~ uN·c Received~s"Outsiders" noted. - - . - · John was reluctant to discuss the information _ · Romain and ·Ms. Korn did not know at first lie h_!lS picked ~up ~~:1~- pledging practice~ ~d , - how they would be received as "outsid~MP· in a frat rituals in Pi Lambda :OtiJ~use, as he put 1t, 'I ~ - · · and sororfty house but both indicated· they we~ respect the fr.at'"Jihd"feei);ba-,::t:he-.secret rites must_· 
• treated q¢te well. Ms. Korn, a sophomore be "kept private." ·However, be;did mention one 
. Tfl,e_visiQn/Radi~ major, mov~ into ~ room in morning Delta Phi· Zeta,. a social sor~rity, bro~g~t 
A NEW INV ESTIG A TIV E REPORTING C-OLUMN Ga'Jlma Pel~ Pi a~ the last mmute, as it was t_he the Pi Lambda Chi brothers breakfast-Q>nsisting of 
11-..:;:~...:::~--=-~=-=~:..:.a;::..:.:~~=-.:;;:.:a.:...;..:aa..;a-=.;..a;.--'------.... ~n~y one av:~lable m the !erraces, her first·c~oice _ eggs and orange juice which ~a4 thoughtfully ~n 
livmg area o~ campus. I am made_ to feel :very tinted·the frat's identifying color--bright green. 
I received a request to find out what happened welcome," said Ms. Korn, who explamed that the _, · · · 
to an agreement by SAGA in the Tower cafeteria~ sisters respect her ind~pendence and understand 
put in infra-red lights over the se('.Vini area to keep why sorority ~e is not for her. Joh~,- a History · lnfuence· on Campus·. 
food already served onto plates w:arm. This action major, became a resident of Pi Lambda Chi'~ house-:- _ _ .. . _ . 
was initiated by a student group ~-SOS·[Sav!' 'because his roommate was pledging that ·£rater.-·. Dan Zimmermann, a Communications ma3or 
Our Stomachs). It was supposecl)J··approved and nity.· John said that he "gets along with an. living in tlie·East Towe·r~ ·feels that.fraternit.ies 
actecti>n before Cllristmas v~n. overriding majority of the-brothers," although he - -"premlnt peop!e with~ alternative.way-to liye on 
I talked to Cathy Keniever, manager of the - adde~. "there are a1so··so~e that I hate." . -, . campus/' .but has never felt the urge-to pleQge for 
Tower SAGA cafeteria, who told.-me as far as she , The' opportunity to . pledge · was offered to _ one. at 1.c: Dan believes t~at fraternities--..do1ft 
, knows, Mr. 'McNeely, head ~f-. the SAGA ,·Romain and Ms. Korn but both declined .the -haveas,muchinDuenceonthiscampusasthey_doat 
administration, received a memo concerning it "honor"" with strong feelings. - John stated._ "!..:other scnoql.s." :.H~:_continued by-~ayjng, "~r~ell,, 
befort'I the Christmas rec:ees from· Bob Bowland of decided not to ple~ge .. because I don't ~~t th!lt I girls- don't co?}e h~re to"the frat p~ie·~ oo_t. tbe · . 
the Business Services department ait1c:- she said ·want to have· the. obligation-of brother~ood .. to I.e. girls ~o goto.the Col'l!_ell•frat p~~· -I ~k~d 
theybavebeenoi:de~andwewillhavetowaiUor people that I can't stand.'.' In a fra~ty .o~,! · Dan if-h~ was-entirely, opt1<>se(fto:~he,c:oncept ot 
them to come in and-then be installed by Physical sorority, personality conflicts and personal dISa- .-fraternities :ari9.-be :rep~. "Not-really._ In fact I --
PJ,ant. greements are kept_ fo, a mimimum, accoroing to: would consider it.at. a school- vvhere· fiats:.are big, 
Dear Readers, - - December). Perhaps the· largest the two. Lisa :iaid that "it's not-a natur~ instinct to like th~y··are,atJ,.eh~gti· ·_or Cornell.'.' . lr.s_ far. as· 
If you went to the student physical plant- budget cut could like everyone, yet disagreements.are never-fully ir-iendship is __ concemed, ·Dan' stated "a ·group of 
meeting with President Phillips be in the· repairing and replacing exposed in the sorority." ,In John's opinion, ",w_lle_n _guys living ·on a· floor· in the. To~e.rs c~ be_ very 
and Vice-President McCord on of damaged furniture, Windows, there's something negatJve to be said, nothmg 1~ close knit--you don't.need to join ~_frat-:to ~e 
Tuesday discussing the budget and other parts - of College said." · · · good fr1ends." · ·~- _. -:; · . : ·· .. _ ., . , · _.,- : - · 
You would have had the chance' buildings and facilities. Gus t Bill Sullivan, w.ho:is,Dan's: l'bO, mmat.·e,- .i!> .QOt Conformity and Commitmen first hand to find out exactly Perialas pointed out that overly enthusiastie'!',b9ut-~he·fiaterni,t!eS:a~lthaca 
why our budget is the way it is. Physical Plants' glass· bill for last . The conformity ·and commitment ~f fratemty College.e!ther'. _·!"f.lil?Y)'.e secl~ded.~ ,~f:ie_:~t ,of 
If yo·u had any constructive week--was $1200. That is a lot df life-definitely disagrees with Lis~_and John.· Lisa - the _campus.-~except·:when_tbey;get·.mvo~~_d--m a 
criticism here was a good place glass. considers herself"rebellious·and.iiidependent,'' and- sp_ecific:socialservi~~;~'.·be said;. Di~ BiU:e.ver think 
f<;> v_o1ce it. About 20 students If the_ student. bo_dy bec;u;ne · ther.efore ·reels that !;!he could never _submit to the'"" a~ut'pledgi~g-~or: a'frat at thts-schC?(>l?,. ':I «µ,~-J.,~ . 
did Just_ that. Out _of 4000 that_ morc·-enhghtened m its behavior "bowing down", as sh_e called it, which occur3 in~ _ a,bout.JSiedging:'~,n~e •. _.fo,-_-a~.?U!- fi~.e-lJU-!!.~~'~'B~ ... 
·must be at least .:i per cent ot p_atterns ~e would not have to sorority. Lfsa also said'that one·must be ~ady, to joked~ _M:or:e-·seru;,us}Y,)1e_·_adde~ •.. I.do~f "lil;c~--~~ · · · 
t_he ~chool. . . . give Physical Plant. such a large _ make a "total commitment" before: joining ·a. i!i.eJi: ofp_le~ging:lie~;~l.pe~$Jy_-wo~l~n ~:':"~nt.t~ _ 
But these observations aside. budget for restoration ·pu~!los~s _·sorority. "You've got .. to·-go to the -me~tings·iµid . .get all ~ssed-.ujnm{f .. w~--~~J:!.d_~t\l- a·:pled_ge 
you . would have heard ~ome an_d_ save ourselves_ from a nse m you've got to participate "in .all the activities:'.'. she:. pin·-and --pild~~-::~_:Ji~uts:,,.a· j:Jay .. ,.-.:'!'liat~,.aµ.; ~ · 
af\lazmg facts. It wa~ yom~ed tmt1on. . . · : . stated. . . , . . _ ·,. _.'· ·. ridi_c:ulol!~.'-~-}}~.m.ep~!~ned:t~~l':~apa.~~~-~ •• ~- _ . 
\ 
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by ·connie "Albino . by Betty Lewis 
. . - - · · PresidentaI--··candidate·~ Dt. 
Th~ Pr~~dent1al Search Harilil See visited Ithaca College 
Comllllttee will soon enter the Frid v d k ·th t 
final •stages in ren~wing on . a., _an spo e WI · s u-
candj.dates for ._that post,. this - .dents m the ~ads, where 
being · the final week of the h~ · ~ssed. the_ ~po1:1311ce · of_ 
candidates' "on-camptis"visits. -~dent and adDU}llStrative open-
Thes~ visits;--whi<:h began three · ness. . . . . . . 
we~ks ago, enable stug_ents,'i;taff . See said it IS_ IDlperative that 
an~ faculty of the· college to .a collegt; preSident and the 
meet with and_que_stion the eight_ student body ~ow each other as 
candidates. Early· this week, well as- possible_. Close contact 
· students met with Dr. ·Robert and-und~I'.Standing h«:tween the 
Johns,· the sixth of the eigth two_ are unportant ~ msure that 
presidential hopefuls, in- the student pro~lems_ are su~ess-· 
Crossroads . ; ._. fully dealt wtth hit noted. 'The 
The. ~ain focus ·of the president," said -See, "should be 
questions to· Dr. Johns dealt- aware of t~e st~dent -g~>Vern-
with his.views regarding-the roles men~! w~ats gomg. on m the 
of a .college president. Jablls dortnito?es, ~d students _should 
stressed the ne~ for a poten~l - be able. to eas_ily speak wit~ the. 
_or. P.obert Johns· or. Harold .See 
't 
by Toni Somma 
David Adorno, the only · 
candidate for President from 
Ithaca College, met with stu-dents Wednesday in the Cross-
roads. . 
Adorno is presently the 
Director · of the Division of 
Business Administration here at 
Ithaca. He has hflld his position 
since .1972 •. Prior'lo that, he was 
professor and chairman of the 
· Dep~ment of Mathematics at 
lthaca College from 1969-1972. 
. "I feel a committment to the 
college" said Adorno: He feels 
that as a· member of the Itbaca 
College community, he holds an 
advantage over the other candi-
dates because he is familiar with 
the problems here. ·. 
Dr .• Oavld .Adorno 
'( 
college . president to recognize colleg~. president if they desire to "There are basic problems 
Tht' Modular System, 
A_Fn.tu!e Possibility? 
By,Mark Engstrom 
Have yoti ever found it difficult to· study more than one subject 
simultaneously, especially arond mid-term and finals time? Have you 
ever been frustrated from studying one particular subject as closely 
as you might like due to interference from the work load in other 
courses? Does the idea of a short, intense period of study appeal to 
you more than the structure of a traditional semester? If you have 
answered yes to any of these questions, you may find the modual 
schedule an exciting alternative to the present academic structure·at 
Ithaca College. 
Modular scheduling is a system that offers the student several 
options not found in the present semester schedule. Instead of having 
to study four or five courses simultaneously throughout the semester, 
students would have the chance to study one or two subjects for a 
shorter anq,more intense period. It is up_ to the student to make an 
individualized program that best suits his or her needs. 
· The primary reason modualr scheduling was developed for 
college use was to deal with the problem of academic apathy. 
Towards the end of the 1960's ~everal institutions found the life styles 
and-expectations of many students wer_e changing. As a result they 
were not meeting the standards of the traditional collegiate academic 
structures(according to Eileen Kuhns, the executive associate for 
council development with the American Association of Community· 
and Junior Colleges) . 
Shocked to Find 
. In ~anuary of 1968 the faculty of,Mount Vernon College,. a 
private hberal arts school in· Washington, D.C., was shocked to find 
, 33 percent of their freshman class was on academic -probation. In a 
- _report she delivered to the Creative ApproachE\S to Education 
Conference in 1973, Ms. !{uhns .explained the modular ·concept offered 
some hope for solving "the problems of fragmentation, student 
apathy, and differences in learning styles which both_ faculty 
- member_s and students had related to the students' poor performarice 
at Mount Vernon." 
The Mount Vernon faculty voted to experiment with the modual 
the fact that he is a "mortal cfo so. _ •. the college must face" Adorno 
·hum·an b~ing.-" Dr. Johns added Dr: See stated that he is not stated. Survival of the college· 
that any ma·n will almost - a desk man and prefers to roam was at-the top of the list. 
system :With appro~iamtely half of the freshamn class entering the 
College m the Fall of 1968. The class was informally separated into an 
"invitational seminar"(experimental), and a "mainstream"(control) · 
group. Each group_ representeg all aspects of the student body, with 
the invitational si;iminar takirig courses on a modular idule, and certainly make -mistakes but arotind a campus and see things "Competition has increased 
-- each one must learn .frQ.[11 these for. himself, even to the point of from the state schools" he 
errors, having "the ·:character td eating meals with students in the comnit!nted; ·"we must make the 
accept the recommendations and .,, dining halls. , · school -attractive, yet keep it 
views of others," even if they A major issue -on campus ~ academically respectable." 
the mainstream following a traditional semester. . 
Ms. Kuhns reported by January of i969 a drastic contrast was 
·evident .:in.,the academic accomplishment of the two groups: "'.l'h·e 
proportion ~f -control group students on academic probation was 33 . 
percent: but the_ proportion· of the experimental group students on 
academ1c .. probat1on was only seven percent. Equally startling " she differ with his own. among the faculty is collective However, Adorno does not ln discussing the performance bargaining, which Dr. See - claim to be a salesman. "We 
of a college president,'Dr. Johns doesn't have much faith in. He can't realistically expect to get 
commented the performance of_ says he isn't against" it (collective the money from Fund-raising" he · 
any president is modifiecj. by the bargaining),· but that it "won't said. · ' 
environme-~t of-the institution. offer all answers to problems." His alternative proposals for 
He continued by defining the He also said that collective · acquiring money were in the 
environment of a, college or bargaining in respons.e to frus- ·form of expanded programs· at 
·university ·as; its geographical trat1'on is not.good at all. Ithaca. 
lotatiori, tlie programs offered "AU- students-wan~ to grad- ,· Adorno's first- suggestion 
and the manner in which the uate from an institution they can was to increase our international 
institution is supported; whether be pro~d of," says See, "and it's _programs · with students other 
by state atd or _private very important for Ithaca Col- than those at Ithaca. 
endowments. lege to-maintain its high status." Other suggestions included; 
Much · of Dr. Johns· talk He also stated input from stu- utilization of Summer Sessions 
centere_d around the importance dents and ·faculty are imf>ortant more fully and to expand pro-
to a college's academic ~tanding. grams in higher education. 
continued on page /5 
cominued on page I 5 . 
·co,itinued on page 15 
_,. ~hairman SeY~: 'Ask $Judents' 
restruct.ure 1tself last fall. Several 
observ~rs believe the· 
unsuccessful effort split the 
governance bodr irreparably. 
said, "were the.figures for the Dean's list. In January of 1968 ~even 
percent of the freshman class qualified for the list, and in January of 
1969 10 percent of the control group and -31 percent of the modular 
group made the list!" 
Encouraging Results 
Due to the encouraging results of the 1968 experiment, every 
Mount Vernon student had the option.of participating in one aspect of 
the modular calendar, with each aspect comprising· a full academic 
load. Included in the modular options were: one course at a time over 
a three week period; two courses at a time over ·a six week period; 
four courses at a time oi1er 12 weeks; and a calendar-free option called 
indiyidual progress, on which ,students moved at their own pace 
through a series of carefully monitored learning objectives. 
With regard to scheduling, Ms. Kuhns says a three-credit course 
taken in a three week mod spends 12 to 15 hours within the 
classroom, or about three to four hours a day. This comprises ,a 
full-time load for the students and the faculty member. Ideally, the 
three class hours each be distributed over the- day, rather than 
scheduled consecutively.- However, ttfe timeframe for intensive 
courses is flexible; mornings, afternoons, evenings, and weekends 
provide blocks of time in which to schedule a one·-module course. 
Although the intensive oli one-module course is one of the more 
frequently used variations of the mod~lar system, a calendar which 
permits only intensive courses is not truly modular. A true modular 
schedule requires that students have various time options available 
from which they may fashion'their own cm.rse schedules. One of the 
main-principles of the modular system is that students should tailor 
theii" own schedules to fit their own individual needs. 
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Editorials reflect the opinion of the Editorial Board and ao 
not nece~~rlly reflect tnose of Ithaca ·coueg·e br the student bOdy 
... EducatJonal Carrots 
There is a world-famous cartoon of a jockey on 
a horse in a race who will apparently come in last. 
He dangles a carrot in front of the horse's face. The · 
speed is poured on and the horse comes in first, 
having strived to get the carrot. 
Here at Ithaca College unfortunately, there 
are apparently too few carrots and · even more 
important, not even the desire to be in tM race. 
the ones who do not have tei..ire yet. But there are 
also some .professors on tenure· who are good and 
even some excellent ones, but without any 
restrictions or ~heck;up~ on tenured members, 
thE:re is the opportunity for them to slip back into 
the ruts 6f mediocrity. And then the College is 
stuck with them. . . 
syndrom~s seem to apply to · most College 
c6mmittees, Student Congress included)._ Some 
people mana~e' to beat the system, and progres-
sions do come about. 
'-
Ideally a college is an educational institution • 
where professors and students can relate to :one 
anoth~r and gain knowledge and a sense of 
perspectives. There is not much chance for that in 
the Business Law course, a lecture hall of almost 
200 students. Or. in almost a9-y of the "Int!"o _to 
Anything" courses, where. even di~cussion groups 
sometimes consi§t.of as many as 70 students. 
What we have too often, is a sad case of 
getting by with (expletive deleted). We have come 
not only to expect, but to demand mediocrity from 
-Administrators are too often stricken with the 
- - ..... . -
"What you can put off til tomorrow, for God's sake, 
ourselves. . _ 
There are professors here who sometimes do 
not even show up for class, and sometimes without 
warning. Class may be canceled because a speQker 
did not show up. (Are we to assume that a 
professor supposedly capable of teaching the 
material is stymied because a speaker cancels? 
Surely there should be back-up lectures planned.) 
put off till tomorrow.'' disease, or the "If.it is not in 
the rules, we will no~ do it" syndrom~, so 
blantantly exhibited in last week's music room 18_ 
fiasco or the now infamous SW AP program of last 
November. There is so much red tape and 
bureaucratic hogslop to wade through to do · 
anything, most people are left discouraged by the 
wayside_. (It s~ould be noted that.the above two .. 
Administrators and faculty arP not to be 
blamed totally. We let them get away with it. We · 
also let ourselves get away with it. How many of us 
know of friends who rarely show up for class, get 
chummy with the professor and then hand in a 
When they do not show up f.or class, some have 
a tendency to rattle off their lectures not unlike 
reading a shopping 1;st. 
Term papers are graded on content, with no 
allowances made for poor grammar or spelling. 
Accepting pape~s with bad grammar and atrocious 
spelling is saying, 'It's all right, I just want to see 
your ideas.' But how well one can express those 
ideas is often times just as important as the ideas 
themselves. And since no effort is apparently 
made to teach students ~orrect grammar and 
spelling, the College graduates people with a·very 
basic sense of illiteracy. 
According to one professor, one problem in 
correcting the problem of grammar/ spelling' is that 
some professor do not know correct grammar or 
spelling •themselves. 
Naturaily this is not sg. with all teachers. . 
There are professors here who are intelligent and 
dedicated to facilitating the educational processes-
COUNTY VOLUNTEER NEEDS 
BOY SCOUTS NEED: Volunteer leaders and assistant leaders for 
troops and volunteers wUling to teach their craft or hobby skill to 
individuals or small groups of Eagle Scouts. Times, days and.area can 
be auanged to suit volunteers. ' 
CAMP FIRE GIRLS NEEDS: A volunteer assistant-for a group 
which meets at Henry St. John School in downtown Ithaca on 
Wednesdays from 2 to 3 pm. A male volunteer is also needed at that 
same time and place to work with a small group of boys. 
HENRY ST. JOHN SCHOOL NEEDS: Volunteer tutors to work. 
with primary students in the Rosner reading program, to work with a 
first grade boy in general skills, to work with a fifth grade boy in an 
enric_hment program, and volunteers are needed to assist with a 
Kindergarten Phys. Ed. program. Times and days vary within the 
school schedule. 
For an appointment to these or any voluntary activity which 
interests you please call the Voluntary Action Center, 272-9411, Mon. 
thru Sat. from 9 am to 1 pm, or I.C. Community Service, 274-3316, 
Mon. thru Wed. from 10 am to 1 pm. 
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rewrite of. a high '~chool term paper for a final 
project? How O)any times have we done that 
ourselves?_ How many times do we meet in the 
library to study, or just chat? How many times do 
we cram the night before exams be~ause we cut too 
many class periods? '- , 
The opportunities for a decent education are 
here, no question. But we should not have to 
search to find them. If no one dangles a carrot in 
front of our eyes, we must do it ourselves. As 
students, to get the education we are· paying 
through the nose for. As fac,ulty, to provide that 
education the best ways we know bow, As 
administrators, to run this College the most 
efficient way possible, anii as staff, to keep it 
runnin$' and maintained to a level of excellence. 
, Goals and disciplines. --This place is not perfect. 
, But y.e should all.be working as hard as possibile to 
make it so. 
comments should be typed, double spaced ana not longer than two and one 
half pages in length. They should pertain to topics Of general lntcrorl'. 0 Dead-
1me ';s 4 PM Tuesdays. · ' 
Los_t Portfolio·· 
La'st Saturday we, as the Tompkins County student, was_forc~d to take a le~ve-or-a'l,Sence t~is-, 
Crafts People h'eld our second craft fair at Ithaca semester to fmd so_m~ sort ofr_eliable i~come. W~th 
College. The fair was not a huge success,·· the Ithaca area as it is I am still left with the ma3or 
understandibly as Christmas h~ passed and the portion ?f. the burden. ~o one says it's eas:y to 
economic picture leaves no excess cash for crafts. make a livmg and craf~ fairs offer no real security. 
But as an area craftsman, one who depends solely · All this is to say that with the loss of my portfolio 
on income from such -a fair; nothing. more and the eight months-of work within I am at a great 
devastating could have happened. Not only was los~ creafr-:ely and fin~ncially .. With my husband 
the fair a di!,appointment for me fin~cially, but my l?smg. a s~mester of his education. becau~e of our 
portfolio containing all· my. work - possibly eight financial tight.ness, we a:e attemptmg to find some 
months worth - was misplaced or stolen. Designing sort of secu~ity .. Nothmg could have rocked us 
needlepoint and attempting to earn a living more than this loss. I cannot ~xpress m?re deepl_y 
through sales is an inconsistent income. My work · ~rye ~eed I have for the portfolio and designs. It ~s 
, may mean designing for six hours straight on one. J.romc that the school my husband has chosen for his 
design or spending four or more months simply education s~uld claim so~ething so important to 
readying my work for the next 'showing ~r fair. me a~ a time when we ai:e .. in ,need of financial 
Depending on sueh sal~s from a craftsfair is a type secur1~y. We only ask _that anyone w?o ~ows " 
of financial dependency which is frightenly anythmg about a large black' portfolio and/or 
exaustive. As an artist I must discipline myself'to · ne!;!dlepoint designs signeq "Posey"·please contact: 
such work regardless of' my feelin~f()r it. My POSEY R9SE -NEMU-TH 273-6376 
main energy and interest lies in--canvas painting, 1688 ~~terville ~. -Ithaca ;. 
but my needlepoint design brings in the major part There 1s a substantial REW ARD offered for 
of an income. My husband, an Ithaca college the retu~, no questions asked. 
Faculty Sal0ryPlight 
For the third year in succession the been dol~d out, use {I portion of the excess profits 
administration at -Ithaca College has offered to its to provide non-permanent bonuses. In fact. this' 
faculty members, salari!ES which are far below 'the bonus scheme could. be a precedent to be utilized 
cost of living. Ttiis is a financial and psychological in .. the even_t of future profitable years. This 
hardship, particularly in 1974·1975,. for in this suggestion has been igl}ored oy the.administration. 
fiscal year, we have seen t.he highest national rate I have a growing suspicion, and· I. hope it can 
of inflation since 1949,. while ironically, in this disproved/that in the process b'y' which the budget: J, 
same time period, Ithaca College has realized was d'ecided, the faculty had no decision making 
unexpected protifs of 1,2 million dollars. _ voice and no effective representation of its views. 
Within various governance councils, faculty have My suspicion is supported by Tom Longin's 
argued that only a portion · of the 1.2 million revelation that the Budget Planning Committee cin 
should be placed into the salary puddle. The which · he served, as a facility representativ.t{ had 
administrative response has been that these monies handed to it,, major , budgetary " decisions. - My 
have already been e11rmarked for other purposes. suspicion ·is als9. su,pported _by the recent motion"' 
The administration has al~o atgued, soundly; pa5!ied by de.ans and directoxs (after . the, budget 
,. ,that placing this year's -Wle!pected profits into,)1a~. been announced) in· .which they. objected· to 
salaries, would permanently raise salari_es to a !eve• the salary_ puddle ·and .. urged thaJ it 6e 'increased. 
that w9uld be difficu\t to meet in _future, less ·(This, incidef!.UY, raises two iiii,eresilng:questions; . 
profitable y~rs. .. . i · isn't this concern ··by: deans an<i-ilrrectorHor tlleir.-· - , 
In response, . S0IJ1e faculty mem6ers-' have faculty ·too late _ajlcf too. wea,k; ·ajld is· it.possible - _ 
suggested,alogicalcompromise.Thatis,leaveth~\ ··· · · .. ;.: :.<'.· ... ·, ;':,·\·.,,-_~-: :-·, .. ,. .. : ... ~:,_, •·\ :'· .. -:-· 
~a.lacy puddle as·'.is; 'however; after_-.'salaries. ~ave.· .. ~ .. · -:._.. _connr;zu'!ct:~""P"fe . .$_ \:~. .·, · \:. - _<_ • .. J--., ~ t.--:.:t:.: 
. ,._· :-~ : . ···:·:~:· .. ·.,. _., .. --~~- ·.:_~-~· ... :. -.. .-··~:\,~_·\L~if:;L~-: .. x:~-.;·t-.. ~,~;-:,t/-~·/.;·<>):-},·. 
. ~, - . 
/ 
: , lllEM~-• 
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Letters snould be typ·ec1 anct doub~e spaced, n.ot running longer- tnari 
two typed pages In length. Tney should P.ertaln to tbplcs of Interest 
to everyone and must b_e submitted before 4 ~!'A Tuesdays. ; 
·, 
,Sorry, Ryan 
To the Editor: problem to some final solution. I . 
will change my name to Seymour 
This message goes to all of Aritski.~ · Seymour, local candy 
you out there wh9 are possessed··. s~re m~ from the days of my 
by some demonic nee~ _to confuse childhood was ~Y great ~st 
Robert Ryan, ,History, with John te~cher about life s complexity. 
Ryan, Politics. Yes, I mean you. ~aid he to me, once, long ago, 
out there in the Bookstore, Let p~ple know who you,, are 
Registrar's Office, Ithacan,- stu- .and-dol} t _let them for~t. I 
dent body and where ever else,,. ~~t act upon ~ym~ur s first 
• you lurk. -Enough Already! J)rmc.iple of · bemg,_ if I am 
· chronically meshed m confused 
I have . a plan leading to 
resolution. All those prone to 
confusion kindly follow the sim-
ple program below. 
1. Open mouth 
2 . .Inhale · 
3. Utter as follows: 
Robert Ryan (also known as Bob) 
. is in History · 
John Ryan (also known as 
Jake) is in Politics . 
· -·· 4. Jtepeat ten times. · 
5. Exhal~ . 
Should this exercise fail to 
produce results, I fear I must _ 
take measures to bring this 
identification. Robert Ryan is a 
gentleman and a scholar. The 
issue,~ surely, he is he and I aoi 
I. We both-have the right not to 
be confused with each otner. 
Nonetheless, should the forces 
committed to confusion prevail, I 
will become Seymour Aritski, 
and hence forth free to live in 
consistency with his first prin-
ciple. 
. / Smcerely, 
JOHNW.RYAN 
ASSOCIATE 
PROFESSOR OF POLfflCS 
Wnat'$ a Libraryfor? 
for a place to study when the 
It is unfortunate that I had·- whole library should offer a 
no recourse but to use the library · peaceful studying atmosphere. 
facilities Monday night. Unfortu- . After all, it is re_ally the only 
nate not because the library centralized resource ~ area on 
facility is not · comprehensive campus to get papers, bookwork, 
/ enough (at times I even enjoy and research accomplished (be-
using the library) but because it sid.es. being a haven for dorm 
- is hariier than hell to study in the dwellers saturated with noise) 
library. rm all for cooperation and 
Those of us ~ho remember consideration but I don't feel it is 
_ the library .~~ree ~nd four .years my duty to_· keep others quiet 
ago when Lurch prowled the while I attempt to study. It may 
upstairs · making iure noise was -- not take another "Lurch" but 
well bottled can orily now appre- some measure must be taken to 
ciate his efforts to provide a keep the library relatively quiet. 
conducive-to-study atmosphere. _ I don~ know how many more 
Unofrtunately, Lurch lias left timesiwanttositata "Weekend 
for reasons unknown and the in Review" table on floor three. 
'h'.ell corked bottle has left vHth Hopefully, students will be 
him. , more considerate in the future to 
It doesn't take a genius to the rights of fellow students, 
realize that some kind of m~a- otherwise I suggest that the 
su_re needs to be taken to qmet third floor of the library be 
the noisy few but the belief that a converted into a social hall 
"quie_t, pleas~" ~ign will .. do the -' (complete with a keg of beer to 
trick 1s hke thmkmg that Please add to the festivities) for week-
don't ~~JI !he fire _alarms unless day gossip and other assorted 
urgent signs will stop false bullsnit. 
alarm fire drills. Unfortunately Who knows, maybe that 
the few noisy people make the conversion will save students $$$ 
situation .~ad for the majority by eliminating future social acti-
(who I wISh would become less vity center expansions. 
silent .and complain). 
Granted, anyone who really 
wants to·study in the library can 
find a place to do it. But why 
should a person have. to search 
Mark Brezinski 
Health Administration '75 
-
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Fqculty Salary Plight 
continued from page 4 
hat the deans and directors themselves had no 
· voice in the · process by which the budget ·was 
rreciaed.) 
Ithaca College has virtually no endowment; its 
income is from tuition. Students_ continue to 
return to lthaca. College because of its faculty's 
commitmept to teaching. Its faculty is, therefore, 
Ithaca College's most valuable asset. The 
administration, however, has decided not to invest, 
adequately, further in this asset. ls it possible· that 
Ithaca College's horizon is more important than its 
faculty? Is it possible that this administration 
which· is paid on a national average five thousand 
dollars more per year than administrators at 
colleges of equal size (based upon The Chronicle 
of Higher Education figurev), cannot appreciate 
t?e plight of its faculty? 
The Seriousness Of Being Gay 
, We are asking people to coqie to Common 
Council chambers in City·Hall at 7:30 PM on March·, 
5. 
We, members of the local gay community, are 
seeking support for a gay civil rights law for the 
City, of -'Ithaca. Our _proposal, based on the New 
Y_ork State Human Rights Law, states as its 
essence: 
' 
B. Equality. of opportunity as~a civil -right.. The 
opportunity ·to obtain employment, education, the 
use of places of public accomodation and the 
ownership, u~e and occupancy of housing accomo-. 
dations and commercial space without discrimina-
tion because of affectional preference, as specified 
in section D of this law, is hereby recognized as and 
declared to be a civil right. 
The term "affectional preferece" is defined as 
"having or manifesting an emotional, physical or 
sexual attachment to another consenting person or 
persons of-either gender, or having manifesting a 
pr~ference for such attachment." 
As members of the local gay community, we 
h1ve feared being refused services by businesses, 
and have feared the loss of our jobs or promotions. 
Too often those fears have been well-founded. 
In' search of redress and assistance we have 
gone to the Tompkins County Human Rights 
Commission and heard, "The Commission has no 
legal powers."; we have gone to the State Human 
Rights Commissiorfand heard, "You're not covered ' 
under state law"; gone to city alderpersons and 
heard "You should approach this on the ~ounty or 
YOU/It C~ i.G~4' 
IM~~F .,f }JfJ ,£$Vl'fl' 
,,~ ~UI~ IN ~«H. 
T~ I. t /ltlF- }/AW J6e1 
l'NR PU'INtJ &°A$ 
" a,,.~,! 
state level."; gone to a committee of the county 
Board of Representatives and heard, "We need 
more education on this"; gone to the local ACLU. 
and heard, "We're a volunteer agency you know, 
and we're very busy."; gone,.to the Cornell Legal 
Aid Society and heard, "You're the Gay People's 
Center. It has been and continues to be our policy 
not to represe:nt groups funded by or associated 
with the University." 
Having gathered all these rejections, we 
decided: "We're American citizens· and ~ecent 
human beings and we have rights and we are not 
going to roll over and accept less than equality. 
So, we're asking _to join us for as big and 
adamant a demonstration of support as possible for 
a gay rights bill for Ithaca. 
· The agenda for each meetin~ of Common 
Council includes several perfunctory items and the 
possibility of a public hearing, and then there is a 
time when anyone wishing to address Council may 
do so. At that time representatives of the Gay 
Peoples· Center will speak a-nd present a bill-. The 
bill will not be voted on that night but will go to a 
Council Committee for study. Unless people have 
shown up and demanded it, the bill will not be 
seriously considered. 
Copies of the proposed Jaw are available at the_ 
Gay People's Center. 
for the Gay -~eople's Center 
Steven Boldt 
Randy Light 
Lynne Taylor 
[: At£ ·E~PJ.oy MtNr,'f 
r·~o,.. I 
Where are_YOU living next year? 
. ~ousing Notes: 
The following statement.was 
recently -released from T.he- Of-
fice of Residential Life~ ~t is of 
-special interest to any student 
wishing }o Jive off C~mP.US next 
semester: - _1 
1). All Soi>f~mores, Juniors and 
Seniors.., will have . the option of 
living on or off campus. for the 
1975-76 academic year. __ , · 
. '\.. 
ne(;"!d to fi!e a parental consent _year. Off campus students 
form.) wishing to move to campu.§ 
b.) these statements will be 
dated and numbered When re-
turned to the Housing Office. 
A maximum of 714 students 
can opt for off .campus for next 
. fall; (tltere . a,re. -approximately 
300 spaces for new off campus 
/ ~tudents at thi~ date). __ . _ 
residence should file with the 
Housing Office by March 7th for 
~·guaranteed position. 
e.) stu{ients submitting off" 
campus statements after the 
quot1i'i~ filled, will be ~ept,'on a 
waiting list in numerical order. 
The_se studtmts will be notified if, 
,,... . 
and when, space allows them to 
living on campus for . the fall 
semester 1975 who are dropping 
to part-tirrie status for second 
semester, will also be required to 
remain on campus for !lPring 
semester 1976. 
4.) Part-time and graduate 
stud~nts will be offered on 
campus.housing after all full-time 
undergradu~te students al'e ac-
. commodated. 
move off campus. students on 5.) .Students who are involved in 2). 'St~dents fntere~. in taking · c.) . students who ai;e. m. ar-~ the waiting list should sign up for 
h . the Foreign Study Program, 
· . , ~he _off c~pu~ optip_n_ mus~:· · ried, over. 21 years, br veterans, on camp\Js otismg through· the 
. - . ·must. file ·the ·off cam{lus state- I normal procedure. : St~de~t Teaching ·or hlternsbips 
a.) : r~e· an· off _campus. . ..,.ment by·March·7, 1975. ., for just the fall semester who 
/ sta~ment and a parental consent- , 0 _ : •. • ,. ·3.,.) Students lh:ing on campus for plan to return -to Itliaca for the 
(o~ .. ~_iUf-~he·.aous~ng-~~ce.-· ··_ ·-,_d.) ·students_ preiiently off th.e !~ semeste_r. ~975, .. will be spring semester must-file an off 
,- -: ·,; (~tild~,nt9':'~t · _y~~ _ ~f '-~e'.;!';~_s.~_: will -•~y ·be'· requiredtoremamoncampus for · campus _form (Step 'Ill) if they 
spring term. This form must be 
filed .among the first 300 students 
- as mentioned in 2b ,above. 
. ' 61) Some-off campus listings for 
apartments are available on the 
bulletin board outside the Hou-
si~g Office. Students looking for 
roommates oJf campus· can also 
leave listings on this board~ 
Any questions concerning 
the Off Campus Policy should be 
directed to the Office of Residen-
tial Life. · 
--~ ~ 
, . : ___ : ·_:_ol.der ~--!)f·_M¢h._~. 1~'15 d_ont --·~tbioect-19.fl~plili.,,for next springseme,ter 1976.- Student~. want to ~ve off-campus-for·t~e 
.:.;~/-iZ:-.-?i~:)(~~\·;~~~' ;;;;{:.::~,;-~~ ~;'. :_-L,\;IjL · .. /~:i:i~\:~ :;}~: tL~::: -- .r •' :, ':· .. '> ~}--
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by Jeffrey Bloom 
Within the past couple of 
weeks, the number of pets, (most 
~ of them dogs) on the Ithaca 
College campus has obviously 
increased. This' situation is in 
airect violation of the pet policy 
which is explained in Section 
2.1.2;, in the tollege's Judicial 
Code.-
-· The official ruling states, 
"Due to close conditions inherent 
in campus living, having pets on 
the Ithaca College campus incon: 
veniences others and is cruel to 
the pet. For this reaso_n, pets are 
not allowed on campus, (unless 
an exception .to this regulation is 
made by the Director of Residen-
tial Life) .. Pets found on campus 
will be taken to the Society for 
the Prevention of'. Cruelty ~. 
Animals (SPCA) and the owner 
will be fmed." 
Dogs on Campus 
At the· present time, there 
are · more dogs on campus than 
there were just before Christmas 
vacation, when the proble~ 
seemed to be under control. 
Ithaca College Safety Director 
Lou Withiam says the "problem 
isn't overwhelming," but · the ' 
task of removing animals from 
the campus is annoying and 
bothersome. He added, "it's no 
fun chasing them around", the 
small Safety staff has much more 
important responsibilities. 
The dog problem, according 
to Mr. Withiam, is a "question· of 
priorities," and while the Safety 
division does spend· some spare 
time tracking down the dogs; 
they rely mostly on complaints 
before taking action. Safety d6es 
not go looking 'for dogs in the . how the dog is relri~ved fri>m·_ ' . . . ,,_ - . ·-.. ·.: '·:- . . . . . ·. : . ' - . ,a·: ·. • . :. : ,-.· .. - ·: . 
dorms; instead they depe~.d upon . campus, · "as long 8!!J aoJrieone . from.H&~ and.~ saidt~~t they had little or no difficulty pre~_ ._ 
housing to give 'them ~ caJI. , · -:- takes, it away". . Even visiting for e&e:h ~f tbell' co~--~ m11clr greater-ext.en~ th~ t~y conf~, 
_ Mr~ Withiam said. "most of parents on campus are instnicted_ to_ havm~ problems. Th~- students-wh:o fo~d 1t·h~est to_keep up 
the dogs found on campus. do not by Safety to keep any pets .in wit~·.thell' ~o~..:.Were -those from ~he schools .of ~~Health and 
belong to 'Ithaca College stu- their car. . · Busme:'8 • ._. :' ,. . . . _ .- __ · _ - . . - . 
dents." The majority of dogs... . -The fine for constant vio~~ · · With re~ 1:? the .second qu~on. th~ tally .was once--agam. 
wander onto the school grounds tioti of the rule can_ bec:ome very _e~ely clmie, wit~ those prefemng not fi? stu~Y:~ a stiortet and -. -
from surrounding homes; · .coitJy. In conjunction with the.. more mte~ _petjod ou~~g ~e>:'8 who did by t~ votes .. Air' ~f . 
"There are few habitual viola- city of' Ithaca 'and Tonfpk4is . the ~llege ~ sch_ools ~d divuno~ ran.'l~g' cloJ!e ~ each.oth~r on this _____ .. 
tQrs,"-he continued, "but no.one· County Law, the owner ,will be, _J!arj;l~ question. · 
is really trying to defy the law". fined $10 the first time the d~ is··· ~ · Mini..S~~, ter " 
There is however one excep~on, taken to the S'.P.C.A .• · ::Each:· _ . _ . 0 • 
and that is tne- famous husky' . ad!litional violations will cost the . . The idea of having a mini-semester in January received support 
Kimo, whom Mr. Withiam . owner·$25. · . . from 36 students, bad,28- students aead-set· ~gainst 'it, and sev.en · .. 
termed ~·an in~itu~o~ here ft. . _For thos? who have 9ues- . willing~ part~piite ~it t)ie~Ive.s. ~ere)igain, _most_sc~ools were. 
Ithaca College. W1thm the last tions concerrung Mr. Withiaµi's evenly divided on t~ .question;_ W1th the ·notable exceptl_ons bein& 
two ':,Veeks; Safety has had to stand ori the pet policy this year, H&S _where the students questio~ed- supported the idea by .a ~wo to 
escort Kimo off the campus, five he still fav~rs strict control and · one margin, and Allied Health-a substa.ntjal majority of students-were 
times. Kilno has become such a enforcem~t of the regulation. ·againsttheidea. The major:i'easons'.'titecbigahistthe.nlini-semester 
favorite with the .I.C. student · However, he does believe that . were satisfaction with the .current. arrangement,- a lack. -of 
body, that instead of letting him th~ Safety Divison_ cannot afford . understanding for what it would involve~· and .fear that it-would cui 
being taken down to the S.P.~ to spend a,substantial amount.of · short the qirist!nas vacatjon •. ·· _- .. :' · : ·. · -. - .. · ·· · ·. ··"' · 
C.A .. .by Safety. studenP3 contact . time ~moving pets from the . ·THESE RESULTS CAN- BE BY. NO. MEANS .'CQNSIDERED 
the dog's owner to come get him. campus simply because there are REPRESENTATIVE OF THE STUDEN'.EIB()l)Y ASA'WHOLE, OR 
Mr. Withiam has no objection to a number of d:uties that are of THE SCHOOLS THAT THEY REPRESENT, BUT'.·THEY. DO.'· 
this maneuver; he~doesn't car-e I much gr.eater impomi.nce;• OF!i'~R ·soME IDEAOFHOW-STUD~S.'.ON TlllS CAMPPS .: 
REACT T.~ CO~CEPT OF~~~ClIBD~G .. _ .-. 
-:-- The idea of. modular scheduling-, w:as- ~I! me.t ."l'Vlth -~ 
· reactions ~ several deans and piol~ssors:, In tlie ,_School .of Music;; 
(Dean Crajg McHehry feels-that alt~otigh the~~~system might be· 
very effectixe in H&S, it woul~n't .. compl(!me~t most of the Music 
- curriculum vecy well at all. He said. ¥usie students are required to 
take a certain. amount,of courses in applied music, and "this requires a 
great deal of pract;ice time in order to·be effective. hi other \!Ords, an 
'instrument caJ!,'t be le~ed in an ·intensive period ~cause a student 
needs time to practice after each iesson·iri order to progress properly. , 
A number of Music students are also involved in'banas and choruses '---=- . 
which practice together and perform tnroughout the academii: year . 
for credit. 
Marathon Proves.Successful· 
' Junior Lee Brick°!\n has 
been awarded a .five hundred 
phoned in their best wishes. un· dollar sch_olarship from the Na-
' . 
' • DEAN CRAIG McHEiN.R¥ OEiA!'I TEO BAKE_R 
- ,· ~ 
The WICB Heart Associat- Friday afternoon; Feb. 23, Sen. tional Academy of Television 
ion Marathon held over the Jacob Javits of New York ciµled Arts and· Sciences. Brickman 
weekend for the Southern Tier in and offered his best wishes for wrui selected from 17 contenders 
Heart Asso.ciation earned $3260 the cause ·of the Southern Tier by a vote-of the Television Radio 
for the fight against heart Heart ·Asssoc. Sen. Hubert Hum Department faculty. The schol-· 
disease. Frank Carpano, the phrey offered his words ofagvice arship was one of ten being_ 
.marathon's host, managed to to local listerners on Saturday offered by the Academy to 
stay awake the entire fifty hours evening, Feb. 22. Congressman colleges and universities nation-
and talk to various guests and Matt McHugh paid a personal wide. Brickman, a TV·R major, 
celebrities on the subject of heart appearance to WICB on-Friday. says h~ wants to eventually In'the School of Business Administration, Director D~vid Ad~o 
disease.. - afternoon and throughout the become a television pi:ooucer. said the modualr idea wasn't new in Business courses and at the 
Durmg. the mar_ath0n, ~ome wekend·amyriad oflocal doctors, ., ___________ .,1- ·"prop~r: stage an'd- place''. it could be very beneficial. ,He felt upper 
v?~ prommen~ gueSts e1ther researchers, and volunteers took ..classmen would substantially benefit from com!>ining such courses as 
visited the station personally ~r . part in the proceedings. Business Finance, and Mark~ting Advertising -together.' "When -
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students enter the business world they w,ill find it is only in-the rarest 
of circumstances they are ,dealing w;th one pure.discipfui,e at a tiine," 
' he said;"so wny ·should-s~'udents be confined to learning on_ly one 
·· dis~ipline at a time in college."-He.also saia that if there 'was enough 
interest. he would be -willing to support" the idea of a .January 
mini-sem1;ster., · . , ' :·~ · . -. , · 
Of the faculty'who discussed the ·niatter the major reason c~ted 
· for the modular system not working was the fact tµey felt the.subJ~t 
matter for their courses could not ~~ absorbed in an µit~nse period of ..., 
· • study, ·and.it would also interfere wjth the time that must. b~ devoted .-
. to research projects. ~m'e ar~as where the f_actilty felt' ~odualr . 
·; scheduling would J:>e .useful were in the compt!ter course, prov1ded}he 
.school acquired _a·good·c~mput~g ~t-~p where s~uden~ could have 
· . their run,offs returned to tltem unmediately; and·m fonegn language 
courses ·. where st.udents wouid have to have a tn1mmum .. of eight 
. ·weeks • in' order to· fully . benefit - from the' course, . according to 
. · department cabii'man Douglas .Armstrong. · · · : · · : 
. Dean-Ted Balter fu.the-8$001:ofHµmanities and Sciences felt t_he 
_ modular. S~D'! would be.especially° p_ractii:31 for'the Social siciences •. 
- and in some cases. even for the .ph1,sical-SC1en~s. He,:f~t .a. mod~~· .. "'' 
schedule-would requ1re-1;<> \l,f;l'll\ore $Ji~c m: their ~achirig, w~1ch '· 
· would in turn.place more.responsibilitr,o~~e ~~de!'¼.He-noted the _ 
rea1 adv~tage'of su~_a ~D;l._:Woul!.be ~h.!l~ 1t 1V«?illci·~N:e}>oth. 
students 11Dd facqlty ~ t~ore·a~"Q~ .. the-purp~,oLpart~~~ar ._. 
courses and ofeducation·iHe-also saidJie;would ~--~g to_cons1der . 
· e,i;neritnenting with,: a·: modtilar. sc~edule . ~~ enough~ st~dents" :ind 
faculty snowed an interest in.'tlie idea.''. ,. ·' ... -- ... , .. _I, :_·. ' ', <' " 
,., -· . If the modular system·does·have any,joteutial-foflt~llca ~llege~ 
a 'the 'respo~"bility' for developing it lies:·witli tlie ~~~nts al!~ the) 
f~~ty./,--::_. ,>-:_;- -~--·. '. :-._:_ -:.,.:- -~:>_;_ ._:.: i<"·.:.~;_,.::i ·1 _,,.. .-•.• 
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ThUhder-tiolt 
· and , 
Lishtfoot 
by Jay Bobbin 
As the film begins, one is led to believe that 
Clint Eastwood is playing a preacher in Arizona 
and Jeff Bridges (in black leather pants, no less) 
has Ii wooden leg. Within the first ten 
action-packed minutes, we find out that we're 
wrong on both assumptions ... and· so begins 
"Thunderbolt and Lightfoot," ·one of the most 
entertaining Eastwood films to yet emerge from his 
production stable. . 
Directed and written by an Eastwood-p~tege, 
Michael Cimino (who co-authored the script for 
Eastwood's "Magnum ·Force" not too long ago), the 
film moves along in sections, though it flows very 
smoothly. First, as you've probably guessed 
already, Thunderbolt meets Lightfoot and they 
strike up a buddy-buddy friendship. Then, the pair 
gets chased by another duo of murderous hoods 
(supposedly) who are aftei:... the· money that 
Thunderbolt (Eastwood) stashed somewhere fol-
lowing a spectacular robbery of the Montana 
Armored-Bank two years before. Finally, all four. 
T. aND L. and the two hoods- get together and plan 
to rob the same bank again, doing it the same way 
as before. (The robbery se·quence requires Bridges 
to go in drag, one of the funniest sights on film of 
recent years. Some critics said that, in his feminine 
disguise, Bridges resembled actress Sally Keller-
man. I personally don't agree.) 
Now that the plot has been explained, I can 
concentrate on some specifics of the film. First, 
and foremost, the photography of the Arizona 
landscape is absolutely gorgeous. The settings 
blend in beautifully with the script, creating an 
overall "relaxed" look for the film. The music is 
also very good, with an original score by 
Eastwood's usual comp9ser, Dee Barton, plus a 
song written and composed by Paul Williams. 
Finally, some comment on the performances. 
Eastwood--well, what can one really say that's new 
about a-Clint Eastwood performance? Our hero 
does, however, take his situation more humorously 
than usual, coming up with a coup~e of good 
one-liners himself. Bridges turns in the 
outstanding acting job of the mm as the constantly 
brash, wise-cracking Lightfoot---he's just perfect in 
the role. The two hoods referred to earlier are 
. a very fresh youngster is, giving some of his lip to 
Kennedy and his partner, Ke~edy leans over and . 
says. "Hey, kid, go (expleti~e deleted) a duck." 
(Yes, folks, the expletive·d~s rhyme with "duck.") 
The other liood, a bumbling clod,· is comically 
portrayed by Lewis in one of 1974's most adept 
(and ignored) supporting performances. 
Thunderboli and Ughtfoot comes out as an 
uneven film; a mixture of actio1',, hwnor, and sight 
gags. · But it's an enjoyable way ~ pass two 
hours--that is, for nondiscriminating viewers and 
the many Clint Eastwood' fans around the world. 
· (Eastwood's next, the- film version of Trevanian's 
best-selling "The Eiger Sanction,". is due in the 
-spring.) 
Thunderbolt and Lightfoot is .now playing at 
· the Strand, on a· twin bill with a Charles Bronson 
picture, Mr. Majeetyk. · , 
·- / 
Movi.es 
I ,, 
in Ithaca 
TEMPLE: LENNY 
Evening shows: 7:00 and 9:00 PM 
Sat and Sun matinee: 2:00 PM 
STATE: THE TOWERING INFERNO 
Evening shows: Fri and Sat 6:30 PM, 9:30 PM 
Mon-Thurs. 7:30 PM 
Sat. and Sun. matinee: 2:00 PM 
ITHACA: ANGEL ABOVE, DEVIL BELOW:7:00 
and 9:00 PM BEWW THE BELT:8:15 PM 
CINEMA[TRIPBAMMER SHOPPING 
swiss family robinson · 
Evening Shows: 7:00 and 9:00 PM 
Sat. and Sun. matinee: 2:00 PM 
MALL]; 
STRAND: MR MAJESTYK AND THUNDER-
BOLT AND LIGHTFOOT 
Evening shows: 7:15, 9:05 PM 
Sat. and Sun. matinee: 2:00 PM, 3:40 PM. 
TODA Y'S CHUCKLE 
/ 
played by George Kennedy (yes, that George 
Kennedy) and Geoffrey Lewis. If you're used to 
seeing Kennedy in those current disaster films, 
you'll be quite surprised by his role here. He's a Elementary school leads to Jr. high school, 
bi:_:utal, ornery character (his first name is "Red") Jr .. high.school leads to Sr. high school; Sr. high school 
who only seems gentle when he's at his dumbest. leads ·toi:ollege; College leads t,o unemployment. .,. 
He does have the film's funniest line, though: while . 
ralDIIIIUUIUIIDiHillllPlii.-iBIIW~IVPUIMfllYI Ii I IMUUJIUUIUUUDIIIIIJIIIQUQIHUWPl~IIPJWIPUPIPIIUIUUJJlilDIIIUDQRllmmt 
i All You Can Drink! ,! , 
= ) = 
· (Beer That Is!) I 
_.\ 
. '' by Sam Milgrim .i . 
Man On A Swing is th~.- Itbaflick for this 
,weekend. It is characterized by two~ distinct 
· things.- Tbeplotisnot~gspecial. Numbertwo.is; 
the cast is not only. so'rnething special, but a cut 
above. . · · · 
The film itself is niu~h like· many other police 
films that we·have all seen. The plot is basically the 
story of a seemingly unsolvable niurdur <,f a 'young 
woman. The police are stumped as usual and are 
none too pie~ 'by an offer of help from a 
clairvoyant. Interesting and surprisingly (?) 
enough the clarvoyant· is correct. , 
li it weren't ·for great performances by the 
entire cast this movie might not be anything special 
but · the fact is that the cl¢, is great. Cliff 
Robertson is gre~ as the Texas police chief -and 
Joel· Gray might have just equalled his own-
performance in CAbaret, the rest of the.cast is also 
good; not great but good. . . 
I found Man on a Swing well worth my ~ime. It 
will be,presented on Thursday and Friday at 9:30 
on Thursday and 7.:00 _and 9:3Q on Friday in T102. 
I'm prejudiced about.S~tuday's · and· Sunday's 
film this week. Westworld is a persqnal favorite. 
Not that any thing about the film is particularly 
outstanding, but the idea is so intriguing that I find 
. it hard not to like it. 
. The plot deals with ~ aaventure park gone 
bananas. Robots who used to act as victims at the 
park, (they are shot during the day and repaired at 
night) suddenly have _a short circuit and .start to 
actually ·take revenge on the unsuspecting park 
g~rs. That's a pretty weird, but gorey. idea. The 
whole keyn9te is since the robots . ar1f computer 
operated, they can't make a bad mistake. 
Outside of the plot, the film is nothing special. 
The acting is good though not outstanding (Yul 
Brenner, Richard Benjamin and James Brolin). 
And the special effects are notable, all in all, a 
mindblower, I 
- Westworld will be presented on Saturday and 
Sunday at 7:00 and 9:30 in T102. 4].so coming up, 
after vacation the w.c. Fields film Festival and . 
The Way We Were. 
_ NBC Exec 
'r 
to Speak Here 
Mr. Roy A. Cheney of the National Broadcast-
ing Company will be on campus on Tuesday, March 
4, 1975. Mr. Cheney, the Director of Organization-
al Plann4tg and Development for NBC, was 
formerly the Personnel Director for the network. 
Mr. JJheney will be meeting informally with 
students in the Sound Stage of the Performing Arts 
Building between 1 pm and 3 pm to talk about 
"Pr~paring a Resume in the Broadcast Industry" 
and "How to Present Yourself at an Interview with 
the Broadcast Networks." · _ 
_,,..Mr. Cheney was invited to speak by the School 
of Communications and Alpha Epsilon Rho, the 
National Society for Br9adcasters. All interested 
students.are welcome to attend. . 
-- . 
. . ,. . 
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:·ROck •t1-_1•,t011 
by Michael Be'eeher - " 
In-, a December, 1970 interview with Rolling 
Stone magazine's Ja~n Wenner, John Lennon 
described bis mnsical tastes: "I like rock and roll, 
·.man, I don't like much else ... That's the 
music that inspired me to play music. There is 
nothing conceptually better than rock and roll. No 
group, be it Beatles, Dylan · or Stones, has ever 
improved on 'A Whole Lotta ~hakin' for my 
. money. Or maybe I'm like our parents,.you know, 
that:s my perii;,d and I dig it;· and I'll never leave, 
if." ' - J • .... 
One gets, the impression tha Lennon must have 
been rubbing his hands together in glee as· he made 
_ his brand ~ew album entitled "Rock- 'n' Roll." 
(Apple Records· SK-3419). The albu.!Jl, produced 
by both Lennon and P.Ji!J Spector, is John 
· Lennon's way of paying honiage to the music and 
musicians he grew up-listening to; those who, 
helped form his musical tastes and provided the 
basis for the greatest rock and roll roll g~oup of all 
time, The Beatles. "Rock 'rt' Roll" consists of 
/ fourteen songs, all of tp.em oldies but goodies from 
the fifties. It is an ·.innocent, enjoyable and 
unambitious album, and quite a relief from his past 
records, which were often ponderous attempts to 
prove to us once again that John Lennon is a 
genius. Whether he really is or not still remains 
''LaDanse'' 
doubtful.· . 
· Although this album. ·is. enjoyab_le, the biggest 
weakness. lies in its·pr9d~tion: I' have never bi,en 
. ~ impressed by Pbil Spector's productions. I was 
very disappointed when, on the album "Let it Be .. , 
the Beatles chose· to sacrifice George Martin's · 
expert production, simple an4_ always crisp and 
clear, for Spector's gimmicky echo and muddy 
sound. Spector produces four of the cuts on the 
album; and by merely dropping the tone arm 
anyplace on a Spector produced cut and then on a 
Lennon produced cut, one can easily spot the 
, difference between the two. Spec tor's songs are 
burdened by over-orchestration, with. Lennon's 
voice getting ''lost in the sauce" so to speak. 
Lennon,_J.n spite of .'bis lack 9f experience in 
producing comes· out on.top thisitime. He is by no 
means as skillful in production as Marti,Jt, but in 
his years as a rock musician he has certainly picked 
up some knowledge. There is, of course, heavy 
overdubbing on the voice line, but this is fo be 
expecteq: lohi:i Lennon simply does not have the 
voice he• had ten years ago as a Beatie. Time has 
taken its toll on his vocal chords. 
The strongest cuts on . the album are Gene 
Vincent's 1956 hit "Be-Bop-A-Lula," "Slippin' 
and Slidin'," originally recorded by Little Richard, 
' a very fine version of Buddy Holly's "Peggy Sue." 
Of the Spector produced songs I enjoy "You Can't 
Catch Me" the most; it almost sounds like "Come 
Togeth.,er." 
In spite of-the al~um's·weakness in production, 
it's a fun album because Lennon undoubte~ly had 
fun making it. This we can be sure of, for, as the 
· immortal Winston O'Boogie states on the back of 
the album's cover: "You Should Have Been 
. Ther.e.'.' 
~ .. Elaborate ProduCtion 
"La Danse" is the title of the 
annual program featuring the 
Ithaca College Dancers un~er the 
direction of Vergiii Oornea of the 
drama faculty. 
Performances are limited to 
three evenings only: Tuesday, 
Wednesday, and Thursday Mar. 
4-6, at 8:15. The Main Theatre in 
Dillingham Center for th~ Per-
forming Arts is being trans-
.formed from the South Pacific 
set for "Trouble -in Tahiti" seen 
--Jast week to the vanety of locales 
required for this rvening of 
Terpsichore. 
Tickets for "La Danse" are 
available at the box office, as 
usual, free to the Ithaca College 
community with I.C. cards, $21 to 
the general public. An event in 
the season's theatre series, tick-
ets may be reserved by calling 
274-3224. 
Prof. Cornea, who has chor-
eographed all of the dance,,s and 
designed the C08tumes for the 
production, will appear with the 
troupe in two of his original 
compositions. The program 
opens with Cornea in the solo 
dance, "Chronos." 
The 111ajor op,us of the 
performance, called "Circus in 
Town," includes 17 units, ran-
ging from "The Siamese Twins" 
to Zebra&, "Tightrope Dancer" 
and "The V aiary." The settings 
for this number, indeed for the 
entire show, have been designed 
by Ithaca College drama senior 
Janice Muirhead. Lighting is by 
Robert Kerzman, who is also an 
advanced drama major. , • 
This year's show is a more 
elaborate production than some 
of the previous ones, with gay 
circus scenery_to complement the 
gay dances of the "Circus in 
Town." Many colorful and ingen-
ious costumes have been created 
in the costume shop at the 
theatre, including one which 
shouid certainly take a prize fox: I a--.;.s11.---..-..-11 
. 
most unusual costume ofthe year 
- this for the number called "The 
Siamese Twins"! Director Cor-
nea has drawn special music from 
a variety of modern composers, 
such as Luciano Berio, Raymond · 
Scott and Art Blakey. . 
For many years Vergiu 
Cornea has been prominent in 
dance circles locally, having 
conducted a private dancing 
school and performing in addition 
to teaching at the college. His 
dance backgrou~d_ includes study 
and a performance career in his 
native Europe before he settled 
in Ithaca. Since joining thelthaca 
College faculty, he has worked 
steadily with the student dan-
cers, taking them to New York 
for a recital in past seasons as 
well as giving a program of his 
own at Carnegie Hall. On a 
recent sabbatical he made a tour 
of Europe. 
ARNOLD 
PRINTING 
CORPORATION 
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fTHACA HAPPENINGS 
THE PROPOSED GAY HUMAN RIGHTS 
BILL WiilCH WILL BE PRESENTED TO THE 
ITHACA COMMON COUNCIL ON MARCH 5, 
WILL BE THE TOPIC OF DISCUSSION ON 
ITHACA HAPPENINGS ON FRIDAY, FEB. 28 at 
6:15 PM ON WICB-FM. JOIN HOST ROGER 
cmoecm AS HE SPEAKS WITH TWO 
REPRESENTATIVES FROM, THE GAY PEO-
PLE's CENTER. 
ONEOFAKIND 
THE MUSIC OF HELEN REDDY Wll,L BE 
SPOTLIGHTED ON IRENE YELLON'S ONE OF 
A KIND ON WICB-FM ON SATURDAY MARCH 
l AT 12:15PMAND ONWICB-AMON StrNDAY, 
MARCH 2 AT 1 AM. JOIN IRENE YELLON FOR 
ONE OF A KIND. 
The Steve Garfinkel Program which airs 
at 4:00 pm Saturday on WICB-AM, presents an 
hour of lunatic comedy. Steve's guests this week 
include David La{idau, who co-writes the show, and 
Ed Alpern. Along with original material, the show 
also draws from a wealth of classic comedy on little 
known discs. Each program features another 
episode of Mark Pike's "Continuing adventures of 
Rick and Fred." 
FROM THE BEGINNING ... THE ROCK AND 
ROLL ERA WILL TAKE A LOOK AT THE 
GRAMMY AWARDS ON SUNDAY, MARCH 2 
FROM 3-6PM ON WICB-AM. JOIN HOST 
ROGER WINK AS HE'LL PLAY AND ANALYZE 
GRAMMY AW ARD WINNERS FROM THE 
AW ARD'S INCEPTION THROUGH 1975 . 
Music Box 
Saturday, March 1, 2 p.m. Walter Ford Hall. 
Senior recital : Julie Rosenfeld, piano, with 
assisting performers. Music by Debussy, Spivack, 
Poulenc, Pinot, Beethoven. Admission free. 
Saturday, Mar.· 1,4 p.m. Walter Ford Hall. 
Joint senior recital : Shelley Chupka, horn, and 
Thomas MacMillan, bassoon, accompanied by 
Carolyn Corren ti and Ken Clark. Music by Mozart, 
Heiden, Galliard, Wilder. Admission free. 
Sunday, Mar. 2. 2 p.m. Walter Ford Hall. 
Joint recital; Glory Shyder, oboe, and Lois Oakley, 
violin. Music by Bartok, Gertler, Haydn, Debussy,. 
Hartmann, Brahms and Bach. Admission free. 
Sunday, Mi.r. 2, 4 p.m. Walter Ford, Hall. , 
Ithaca CoQege graduate recital: Elizabeth Heim-· 
bach, piano. Music by D. Scarlatti, Brahms,'. 
Schumann, Ravel and Prokofieff. Admission free. 
Monday, Mar. 3, 4:30 p.m. Walter Ford Hall. 
Junior recital;· Scott Castle, clarinet. Music by 
Brahms, Osborne and Burge. Admission free. 
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Sunday evening, March 2, Jr,5. - u· Pd, -. . t-" ' _ ·· J . ._ • jears, -~is- -n~f-·..wuied-:-of· . _its ·_ , ,+-' 
. · a. e . . . . _ · · :- · = .... -~v~: ·Its.· ~jor- _·p_roblems:""·--.. 
7:00- ~WS SCENE: ••• a comprehensive look at -- 'f!lis year. ~e last.year and stems frmn -lack: ~f- interest 88-·c: 
local issues. : . . . Prospecti'l~ . contestants _. for the ~e~ befo~ t'h~t_. I.(J:. will be . exm"bi~ by tbe-.I.<;:; ~ra .. 
7:30 SP:ORTS SCOPE: ACCELERATED SKIING~ · the "Ithaca Colle~ IJating p~blisJi!ng-its-own ~ter_ary m!'~ tion~ faculty; and_ students. Al. --
an intensive program to teach beginners to ski yet 9ame." an; remin~~d'· that the ·zm~,Brim. ~ its.;_mception, -though.Brim-fs1he-only·publica _ 
offering something of interest.to the non-skiieF- as . deadline for applying is .,-which wasact~_~dii'eet ~~t tion of its_kind at I.C., it m·giv~n 
well. -.. - ·saturday, .Marc!i l. at 12:00. _of Steve Stern~ig'~ ~~. 1~ little support. Such endeavours 
8:00 FREEZE FRAME: ••. host Skip Landon talks ·· noon. Applications ar~ a;vailable · has wel4:0med 9:ffl8tlC end':a· are usually viewed as apother 
with guest Todd Caso about his film on bicycle at the Egbert Union information -yours:poe~ ,_ fiction, pla!-wnt thing -for"-_I.C . .students ~ play 
safety. office and the WI CB-TV office mg, phC)t<igraphy and drawmg._It _ with. · The administratioll" · has 
8:30 PAST AS PROLOGUE:... in the Dillingham-Center. has exlu"bi~ over the· y.':_ar_s itf!, made it rather-dif;ficult for Brim 
9:00 WHATS COOKIN' •.•. Cooking on a college - Accordi~g _ _-to Chuck Riter, ~al. to provide a ~gazme tb!t to begin ~d establish-itself. 
budget is made easy. Tonight, how ·to prepare selection_ committee sp_okesman, UJ diverse, a magazme that will · However, Ithaca College. is 
eggplant. -- close to 100 applications have_ . serve as an ontl~t for I.C. · eapal;>le of putting out" a -'fine 
7!30 News Scene: your news reporteo uy -!"'" 
conte~poraries. . 
" been r~ceived so far-many more _students _an? professo_rs_ as. well_, literary. magazibe that will . be 
than expe.cted. ·1nterviewj have . as ·the. outside commu,mty; 9:Dd ~ived by almost' ·100 colleges 
been scheduled ' for all mos~ lDlpoi:tantly :a ,.magazme , across the states. And with-some 
conte;tants _-on either- Sunday, ~haj will entertain quality ma~ ·-:-genuine· support from "ilie _a~ 
March 2 or Tuesday, March 4. If ial. - .--- - - :_ Ast.ration, faculty and especially 
you have sub~itted an Brim, with its fourth·issue" students, it will continue • 
.:application and not -received an being published in approxiuu~tely - : 
interview confirmati?n ',\'..ithin 3 2 or 3 weeks, is being_~g_nized 
days, please submit an(?ther. _as a serious,-welf-made, ·quality· For those interested,.--.lllater 
7 :45 The Music· Of Soµod t}:le history and 
importance of the piano in different kind_s of music 
8:00 The Leading Edge: the first company' to utilize 
all four of our energy resources (oil, gas, uranium 
and coal) in an attempt to satisfy man's insatiable 
appetite for energy. 
Four shows will be taped on coijege magazine.· The issu~ 'will. ial seQt- to·· Brim:_ for : po8$ible 
Saturday, March 29 and possibly: =contain such established · and · publication should pe siibmitted 
2 more after that. Audience well-known poets · as ·A.R. ·to_ .the Writing Center, IC' ·· 
inform·atiqn will be 'announced Amo~(a national book a~ard library, or by mail to Hrim, Box · 
shortly, .. winner) Robert Morgan Collete K-1"4, Egbert ---Union·, . Ithaca 
8:30 A Line is Drawn a highly informative 
documentary on the new NATO defense system, 
The program is being Inez and John Ogden ' College. Material-that needs to 
sponsored jointly by S.A.B. and • be returned should· incl.ode· a- -
"Nadge". . 
9:00. (Mon/Wed only) Monty Python's Flying 
Circus 
9:00 (Tues./Thurs. only) Freeze Frame ·discussion 
and a film on bicycle safety. . 
9:30- The Future: Catastrophe or. 81U'Vival- a 
comprehensive documentary based·onthe book the 
limits to growth a computer study on the future of 
our planet. Program incluoes comments by IC 
faculty meml>ers. 
lfl:00 News Scene 
l'• 
it>,,Il--
Y our own off-campus· Pad? 
1 through 7 bedroom apar-*ments 
available 
for the 1975-1976 ~chool ye,ar. 
EVENINGS ONLY 272-3389 
_5:_00 TO 8:()9_ 
Channel 6 and will be hosted by However, Brim, like so se_lf-adressed stamp envelope. 
Fred Raker. Prizes ate currentfy many other· small press maga Those interest1:!d in helping -with 
being solicited. zines that have grown in. the past ·the publication of the magazine· 
Gilbert-Sulivan Tim ea Two 
--- · The Cornell _Savoyards will present ·Trial By 
Jury and B.M.S. Pinafore at 8:15 pm on March 14 . 
and 15, and at 7:15 pm on March 16 in "Cornell's 
Alice Statler Auditorium. -Tlckets may be reserved 
by calling the Willard Straight Box Offi~. · -
Five Ithaca College St:udents are members. of 
the productions: DavidH. Orcutt (Muiiic'78), Anne 
E. Conable (Drama '76), Linda Miskosky (Music 
'77), Maura Mclntyr~ (Undec. '77) and Pamela 
Leig~ton Bilik (English '76). 
----
should eall · Alfred Grunwall at 
433-8781. 
/ 
Hickey's Musit __ 
Siore. -
'-'Music Mailed to-You"_ 
Recor:ds -- Guitars - lanlos 
' lece,41 
201 S. Tioga St. 272-8162 
-. . Qo'A'.nt~wn 
- - ~ 
--
The Biftghamton .Corice,rt Co(1'1QtiS$i0n 
. . - . . - - . ' - -· ;l - ..,,. . - . - ..... . " - . 
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,--...... .. I 
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~;i -·- .:-~~c=c-. · _ _- · ___ .,,:-~ 
'. -, .. 
'~-
5~~=~-: ,~ _ ·· ··· --~~····,·-~~~;j9rs;~ir·· 
.. c :• : · A'dVisiH9\;: =~l!;;t;-i:r~;,;1~·f· . ·. · thcff!_ase · f ::f=:l"Orrithe RegisJrar .•. 
· · J _.., .. : ~Q: do-.. ilii( · "~y' seem. to b~ - .. 
r
'. 
·-· 
\ 
~. 
-. ..., 
.. , 
_ . I- , .. , . . more. interested . in buildings," · . COritinUN from pa,,j J 
_co'ittl~!d_ from p~e ... J. .,, · said oile facillty;member. . . - -·· .... · ·- _ · -
~·. ·_· -·~. ,-.·=·---:· ,-· . H &. S's:highest-paid facwty· tedbeforeJuly. , ·, _ 
- - T:mprsta, Ass9~~te Pi~~or ~f meml,,_er ·ea~s si4,300, but 'tile · • ·Farinella:..:_~~t.ed ·out· that. 
- History; ~he .. _ ~acuity . .1S· n_ot. so · -nujori.ty - of fu~ professqrs a~d -t.ne· cost of coming to Ithaca_ bas 
· fortunate. Dunn~ the 1ast .. thre<; associate. professors earn less · , beea~~ve:for.quite awhile. 
years the. fac~ty -ha~_ l~~t '1 ~- than $ r6,000. The .majority of ~-· _ inferred; however, if ·~-
percent of thetr salary aS a r~ult' -·assistant. .professors and .. significant drop does oectir'tben . 
of.·· infl_ation. "This,- .-Year's ,. instructors,, less than $13,500. tlie College ·would .. IJ.ave to. 
~flation'is Jhe W?~f ~t .bas ~ee!' Jose~h-Tetnpesta. '._said,sal_al:ieS o( .' fedl:g~ its thiJJkinj, . . 
Sl!),C_e 1949 and lrOru~allt__ lt, lS ; t}us· level tend. to make , "the- _ _ · A}thoiJgh ·' nothing specific ' 
the s~e year tha~ LC. :r~_!:eived faculty . feel · unappretjiited." ,... was rilention!,'(I. President Phir-
1.2 million dollars m unexpected -Tempesta believes this -should .lips said be ho~ the Budget 
l!!:Ofit;" stated Tem~sta. "Yet · not'De-·because -.. many---of the .Committee, which is !!!ready at 
~e admi~tration has refu:sed to students.come to'l.C. because of .· work 01tthe 76;77 budget, will 
release- even a small portion of- the teachin_g su·ccess of the , investigate claims made earlier 
that profit to be- put .. into the faculty. Yet the administration 1 '·this semester. ·· These claims 
faculty · salary pool." -ihe remains insensitive to the from undisclosed administrators 
·administration.has 1,1ot said what - · ffnancial needs of the:faculty;" . implied the· budget for IC could 
the excess profit will be used - -- · be shaved considerably. He said 
-. for_ of the 76-77 budget, "There is 
Built Into Budget 
-:"The admiriistiation . -has 
-conveyed they-could not · raise 
faculty salaries with the money 
because the-'increases would tneit 
be . .built into : the' budget 
permajlento/ ... .'Thif would mean' 
• _ additional costs that the College 
might not be able to meet in the 
{uture:-·However,. it. has-been 
suggested bonuses.·. be given 
.. -------~---,: every incentive to work without 
If ypu hav.e no·idea what the a tuition incrdase." 
Presidential -Search Committee· In_ ·another Ji>ng-term ·yiew 
has·:~n _up ·to.· of who the the President-pointed out while 
candidates are, our chance to Alumni· and other contributions 
find out is it llil open meeting ~- "small in relatioµ' to poten-
this .Friday, the 28_th. In ~Tl02 1,tial,'~hey ~ growing and the 
from 4 to 5:30 .. P .M .. tomorrow. <.;allege is stepping up its work in 
The ·search Committee. ·plans to that area. If the contributions 
join .the I.C. · community in'. incrP.ase ·the __ 91· percent .oepen-
comm~nting on the attri:l,!Jtes of dency on income from students·· 
the individuals who have been t}lat the college exists on can be 
seeking office here ~ President. redu~.-
WICB-TV Pla-ns:March:·of Dimes Marathon 
: ~ " . ' , 
This coµung Saturday night, WICB-TV ~ be The· -emcees for the telethon will be Ed 
b~oadcasting a five-ho~ tel~~~on ,!0 r the March_ 0! LiVigne arid IC student.Fred Raker~ Mr. LiVigne 
Dunes. . ~e te~~thon, a first. - .for Tompkin • lives in - Olean and is currently · teachjng civil 
~un~y. will begm at 7:gp pm _and conclµde at. engineering·at,'Comell. 'He has had·an enormous 
rnid
mght. · ecki. • Ge al M f WICB -TV · amount of experience in the field of hosting 
- Stan Bzrz ,. ner a?ager O • ' "telethons. · 
coordinated the event _along with members ?f the There will be a· great array of guests during 
· Tompkins County Chapter of the March .of I?imes. the telethon ranging fr.om Mayor Edward Connely 
-Joe Carter, the ~an who _pro?IJ.eed the 20-hfe~ to Miss New York State. They will be speaking 
, March of Dm_es -T~!et~on m B~ghampto~ a about t~e Marchi of Dimes and some may even stay 
w~eks ago, ~ill be at _the helm once a~am, . on to answer the telephones . 
. -. Bzrzecki and John.Green, Educ_ational Pro- · TheWICB-TVMarchofDimestelethonwillbe 
gramming Director for WICB-TV, will share ~he broadcast over Cable channel 7 . 
. directin~ ·:res_ponJibilities _for :the five-hour aff.air. · 
1) IMPORTANT·· Advance deposit of $20(t00 is 
--due ori or before 1,jarch 15 from all currently 
enrolled students who are returning for the Fall 
· Semester. The deposit'should be _paid. at the 
BU1'$8.l"'s Office in Job Hall. 'If you do not pay the 
advance deposit . you will not be allowed to 
pre-register fol'. Fall courses. All questions about 
the deposit should be directed to your Bursar's 
Office on 2nd floor Job Hall. All part-time students 
must pay the · advanced deposit in - order to 
pre-register for Fall courses. 
2)Y our Calendar Committee is conducting a 
commpnity poll concerning ~uture cale~dar -
, ~ changes. Each student should have received a 
.sheet·in the Campus Mail to fill out and return by 
March.3rd. If you didn't receive one stop by the 
Registrar's Office and pick up a copy. 
3)Permission· slips for ~g course work at other 
Colleges and·Universities during the summer have 
·been eliminated. Each student is responsible for 
the following. 
, 1. Check in the Office of the Registrar to insure 
\he school is -accrediated. 
2. Find out from your Regi_strar's Office here 
at Ithaca College what level of work is transferable 
from the school you intend to go to for the summer. 
3. Check with your advisor to insure the course 
work will be applicable to your program at Ithaca 
College. · 
· 4. Have an official transcript sent to the Office 
of the Registrar here at Ithaca College after you 
CQ_!llplete the summer work. 
· The responsibility is yours to insure the above 
things are done. If you don't, you run the risk of 
wasting your time and money taking cour~es that 
won't }telp you at ~tha:ca College. 
MARCH OF DIMES TELETHON NEEDS: 
Volunteers to man telephones during a program to 
be presented on WICB-TV, Cable Cha.nnel 7, on 
March 1 from 7 pm to .Midnight. The telephones 
will be located in the Ithaca College Television 
studio. 
_-_ THE'iTHACA STUDENT SERVICES 
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' Play Road Fin.al,'· . 
Ithaca was riding on a high' The loss to -st: Lawrence By Rich Berg 
It's been a year of highs and 
lows for the Ithaca College 
basketball team.. As they 
approach the end of the season 
with three games remaining, the 
Bombers will be going all out to 
win all three to finis_h with a 
winning campaign. 
The cagers are currently in a 
slump as they droppe'tl two of 
three home games this past week 
- losing to St. Lawrence and Utica 
with their victory coming against 
the University of Rochester. 
Ithaca now has a I 0-1 2 record. 
The Bombers went into the 
contest against Rochester with a 
three game winning streak and a 
six game winning streak at 
home. They ·disposed of the 
Yellowjackets with an impressive 
90-72 victory. The win was a big 
one for I.C. as it gave them a 
.509 record, making their goal of 
a winning season just within 
reach. 
wave as they prepar,ed to face ~t. · dropped the Bomber's record ur 
Lawrence on . Saturday. T~ey .. one. game _below. the .500 mar'k 
had won nine o~ their last . and they . awaited'. Tuesday's 
.thirteen games and had also not game against Utica with big 
-lost a home contest since ·hopes. · · · · · 
December 11th. The Larries Utica entered the_game with· a 
however proved to be too much 8-12 record a-nd an• Ithaca 
for I.C. as their 72-6'4 vict~ry· victory would have relieved the 
boosted their , record ti). .an pressure they-now face of having 
excellent 17-4 mark. r to win their. last three games. 
The Bombers lost in an exciting 
contest 74-71. 
· The first half was fairly close 
· with Utica leading throughout. 
Their biggest ,}ead was· an eight · 
. point advantage, as they had a 
27-19 lead with about seven 
.. minutes. remaining. · 
Kevin Wolfe, a 6'4" senior 
· was devastating. f01: Utica· as he 
scored 17 of Utica's 37 points in 
'the 'first. half. Wolfe ended up 
·. with a 'game high total of 25 
·points. 
Utica shot well from _the field 
in the first half as they hit on 15 
of 25 shots. LC. also ·connected 
on fifteen field goals on 37 
attempts. ./ 
:x: , - . . - . . . ; ~ - . .; 
: .lf'<tifte.n:~wi,,~S.~-cond 
t~ri;~~~uti~e--- ·· 
-... · .,_ ,. - ~--- Sta'te: Title 
_,-, 
· · Saturday, Andrew won the 
. , 100 backstroke and the· Ithacans 
· For_ the third year in-a row, wQn both the 200 medley and 200 
~he I~h~ College women's s~ freestyle relays. The Bombers: 
·irifng' team, cQached by DeboraJr-=-set new state records in winning 
Wuest, has. won th~--~ew ¥ork the 200 ·freestyle ,relay in 
S~te ~omen's ~~ming 'chani- 1:44.i~ and the 200 medley in 
p1onship. . 1:58.973 · · 
. ·The Bo'!1bersro~ed ·~P- 414 Ithaca's_ 200 freestyle r~l~y 
pomts to. finish w~ll m Q"Ont the team was composed of. Karen 
York Sate Associat!on of second Ray, Liz E}lrhorn, Vicki Newell, 
~ ~lace. Cornell. to wm its sventh and Katl(y Eaton. The 200 
· title m th~ past eight years. medley relay was made up· of 
Cornell had 317 points with 
Bx:ockport a distanl third with 
139; and Cortland fourth with 
114. . . 
~rew; Lane, Piebes and.Ray. 
· Piebes was.. 2nd in the 200 
indi~iduai medley Saturday, att.d 
took third in the 100 'butterfly. 
Lane w~ second-· in the 100 
The ·Bombers · scor~d 237 breaststroke .and Liz Ehrhorn 
points in the first day activity to was fourth in the 100 froestyle 
lead the field including- Cornell: for the Bombers. · 1 
The Big Red scored 173 points. ,: · ·, · ,, . · 
Ellen Andrew was a double-· The Bombers set seven new 
winner for the Bombers Friday records ,in the meet. In addition . 
as she took first place in the 50 to the 200· freestyle and- 200 \ 
butterfly and 50 backstroke medley realy record~ the Itha · 
events. · cans established new times in the 
- Debbie Lane won the 50. 400 freestyle -relay (Si~gfried; 
breaststroke for I.C. and Kathy, Newell, . Ehrhorn, Ray)3:~9.7; 
Eaton was first. in the -50 · the 400 m_edley realy Andrew , . 
freestyle and ·second in. the 100~ Lane, Piebes, Eaton) 4:19.2: the · 
·individual medley for the' Bom, 5,0 breaststroke'Oane) 0:33.6; 50 The .lthacans trailed by five ' 
points at halftime, but John 
Kennedy, and Charlie Johnson 
hers.. .freestyie(Eaton) 0:25.44; and 50· 
·, Lane's winning time of butterfly. (Andrew) 0:27.8. 
0:33.6 in the 50 breaststroke l:oacn Wue;t was quite led the Bomber's comeback as ·...____ . Pho.to,by Bob Bonnell 
I C · Ithaca came back on the floor 
. . . outscored the Yellowjackets Veteran guard Jim Doherty takes 
56 33 · h d h Jf f after halftime trailing 37-32 
- m t e secon a or the shot at basket In recent · 
one-sided win. Kennedy, tlomberhomegame shooting well and playing 'an 
connected on 8 of IO shots from Twenty-one point efforts by aggressive full court ?efe~se. 
the floor while Johnson was 7 Johnson and Jones and Jim , Jones.- conni:cted_ on ~IX field 
for 11 in the second half. Ouell's 17 points were not goals m the,first eight mmut:s to 
Johnson and Kennedy led~ all enough to stop St. Lawrence le?d It_haca to a 54-49 ~dvantage 
scorers with 23 and 22 points Jim Young led the scoring attack w1th JUSl over 12 mmutes to 
respectively. Bruce Jones for the Larries with 25 points play. Gordon Taylor t~en then 
continued to piay his usual high including 12-15 performance converted a ~hree pomt play 
scoring game with 19 points. from the foul line. after Jones missed a layup and 
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l,llwic 
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lth8ca ·Coll9ge 
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20%off 
on ~II Guitar strin·gs 
an·d-accesories 
also on Garcia Gllitars 
' ., , I 
hurry in with::lhis. · 
ad a~d.·s~w~:nQW.1~· 
\ 
I 
what could have been- a seven 
point lead was suddenly a· slim 
· tw~ point adva~age. - Taylor 
tosse,d in two more field goals 
after Wolfe hit ·on one and ·Utica 
. took the lead back 60-58. John 
Kennedy got two quick baskets 
and gave .the Bombers a 62-20 
lead With six minutes left on the 
clock. 
U1ica countered with two 
more field goals in the next 
minute and captured the lead for · 
good. Johnson hit two field 
goals arid gassed in a foul shot to 
bring the Bombers within one, 
70-69 ·with a -I :05 remaining. 
qualified. her to compete in the _pleased with the performance of 
women's nationals upcoming 'in her swimmers. 
Arizona. . "The times were amazing," 
EatJn and Andrew helped Wuest said. The quality of- the 
the Bombers win the '400 medley. competition arid the effort of our 
relay. ' swimmers was outstanding." 
· Ithaca Colege's freestyle re 
lay team of Newell, Ray, Ehr. 
horn al)d Siegfried edged.Brock 
port _!>y another first place. 
..-ii~..,.,· tn••ma• a JliilE? m• 
Utica had possession and scored m1ssh1 se.veral key one and one 
to give them a 7-2-69 lead. but, situations. Utica co,nnected on 
Jones got a basket with. o: 14 left 12 oC'r9 tries f~om the lin,e:~ . 
to cut' the lead to one point. _ After the. game Coach Darryl 
{!-tica \ had p·o~sessi6n once Lehnus said that "we have to 
.agam but after a time out while en~ ui, strong" to finish with a 
they were throwing the ball into winning season. 
play they . committed an The Bombers final home 
· offensive -foul· ana Dave Pitzeer contest will be tomorrow night 
went to the line in a one and one agaipst Oswego State in .. an * :00 
situation. Pitzer's first shot start'. 
missed and Utica had the game. .. Ithaca then hits the road for 
Although LC. had more field its final two · games against · 
goals · than Utica, the Bomber!,. Alfred . on Saturday and 
lost the game on the foul line. Binghamton o:h Monday. 
I.C. hit on 3 of 10 attempts and 
I 
· avrR ·eaao ., 
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-·Ithll;;. Citlleie·S~ers: 
~Best ·Season Ever'· 
By Dave.Ri~es 
The Ithaca, College swim-
mers won the opening relay and _ 
·an but two individual ~vents en 
, route to a 69-44 win over 
Canisius in the IC pool Friday 
night. ~ . 1 --
Tne win ga_ve Itha~a a 7-7 
record, the best ever in the 
College's history: Ithaca had. 
previously gone 6c6 in 1968. and 
6-8 three years ago. Cansius 
dropped to 1-9. 
Fitzimmons has been Itha:: 
ca's top distance swimmer.and,be 
has smashed varsity records in 
both the 1000 and 500/ yard 
freestyle _ events. Frank has 
. · · chopped over five seconds ·off 
Ken White's .old 500 free mark 
set back in 1970. · He chopped 
over six seconds off Bud Rlm-
bault's 1000 free mark set three 
years ago. White and Rimbault 
co-captained Ithaca's 1970-71 
squad. Fitz scored 92 points 
while winning ten races for 
Ithaca this wint~r. 
'-
Quinn has looked strong this 
winter in the 100 and 200 yard 
Freestyle events, and in the 200 
yard B.utterfly. Mike bas won 
four races while scoring, 48 
points. ,His' biggest night of the-
year was against Canisius last 
Friday, as ,he won both the 100 
and 200 Free events to help pace 
·the Ithacans to a 69-44 win. Rick 
-:Eggleston has improved ,greatly 
on the oiie meter diving board, 
having never competed in that 
event before this year. Rick's 
biggest night was agaiJ!st Buffaio 
on December 14, as he won a 
close battle f~r third place to help 
the Ithacans wrap up the· win 
over the Bulls. 
Ware is l90king for some 
good indivfdual-performances hy 
co-captain Scott Handler. and by 
_Kirkpatrick in the 400· Medley 
Relay, the 100 and 200 Back,,and 
the 200 IM. Both co-captain 
-Steve Wilson and sophomore 
Mark Laff should have a shot at 
qualifying for the Division Na-
. tional~. _!1eld at Allegany College 
in Meadville, PA, this March, as 
they compete in the 100 yard 
Breaststroke. 
Fitzsimmons has a good shot 
at the sch~! record in the 1,650 
yard Freestyle race, while the 
team of Wilson, -Gillies Quinn and 
Fitzsimmons loolcs to lower the 
current varsity records in both 
the· 400 and 800 yard Freestyle 
Relay races. Sophomore .Kevin 
Van Remmen is a- strong possi-
bility as an alternate in either 
event. 
McCormack looks strong in 
the 200 yard Back behind Kirk-
,-patrick, and should place in the 
top ten·in that event. 
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Toward Post Season 
By Tina Klecba - Finishing the regular season with a 7,4 record, the team 
Ithaca College's Basketball · posted figures for scoring and 
team closed out the regular ~bounding which are a statistio 
season by downing the Brockport ians d:eam. The women totaled 
Golden Eagles 74-54 -Monday _ 7~ points for th~ regular season. 
night. I.C.'s successful outside ·· With a 67 ·6 pomts per game 
shoo.ting coupled with their effec .average and allowed op~nents a 
tive zone press doomed the ,season~ total of: 515 pomts . for 
Brockport squad. The victory 46.8 pomts per game average . 
was important not only for giving The lady Bombers grab~ed ~ 
the women a J>36 winning ~ebounds and allowed the oppos1t-
season&} percentage but also as ion 341 rebounds. 
a send-off to the' NYSAIAW Reba. Nash finished the· 
basketball tourney at Cortland season . with a . total of 125 
beginning today. rebounds, 162 points. Freshman 
A smooth uni{ied team , . Dee Dee Mayes had 80 rebounds, 
effort as well ~ commendable 128 points and a field goal 
individual performances should 'percent3:ge of 34 percent. Senior 
propel ~he 'ladies into 8 fine Nancy _Bilodeau had 39 rebou~ds, 
showing at the State _ tourna- 104 pomts and a 33 percent field 
n'lent. Reba· Nash, Debbie Gris go~ per cent. Co-capt. Debbie 
wold, and ·nee Dee Mayes had Gns~old had 94 pomts and a 
fine offensive performances, tall shooting p~r cent of 35 percent. 
ying 17,-14. 14 points respective- Sue S~hne1d~r had 50 re~unds, 
ly. Sue Schneider pulled in 7 56 pomts with a shooting per 
.rebounds and played superb cent of 36 percent. 
defense throughout the game. concinued on page 14 
Kirkpatrick fiattled Diver 
Scott Handler for the lead in the 
scoring race ~11 winter,- before 
comingin second with 118 points 
to Handler's 126. Kirk -has 
lowered the school record in the 
200 Backstroke over five full 
seconds since December. The 
old 'mark was set by John 
IMMiMMliil##ICCCWCMk#kk#klCMWMM#WCCCWC#WCMNCC#CCU 
- . -- . 
ThiS Week's Sup~rl8tives 
I 
l 
. 
........ - . 
,I "' 
I 
Marshall, captain of the Bomb-- Photo by Bob Bonnell 
er's 1968-69 tearil.. Steve also has c.teve Klrkpatnck, a top threat 
a shot at the varsity mark in the In the 2007yard Backstroke 
200 yard Individual Medley race "I just hope that I can get 
within the next two years, another group of freshmen like 
possibly sooner. Steve has 20 these guys ne;xt_ year," · com-· 
wins to his credit in both the 200 mented swim coach Bill Ward, "if 
Back and· 200 ™ this winter. .J: can, we should have no trouble 
McCormack hasdoiie well as·· posting the school's first winning· 
the 400 yard Medley Relay's season in h1story." _ 
lead-off man, and ·bas teamed 
· with Mark Laff, Kirkpatrick, and 
Bruce Gillies, to give Ithaca_ its 
fastest relay team in three years. 
· State Meet at St. Bonaventure 
The Ithacans left early this 
morning for, the J]pp,er New York 
State Swimming and Diving. 
Championships; held at St. Bon-
aventure this re~. 
Men's Gymnastics-Fresh 
man Glenn Spoerl came through 
with a·clutch performance on the 
horizontal bar to help Ithaca 
College's Gymnastics team pull 
out a near impossible come from 
behind victory over Brockport 
State by a-final score of 141.90-
141.15. The win --gave the 
Ithacans a successful-3-3 season. 
It was - one of Spoerl's finest 
routines of the sellSon, giving 
him a score of 8.3 out of a 
possible 10, close to 3 full points 
higher than the closest Brock-
port man. 
McCormack also pairs with 
Kirkpatrick in the 200. Back to 
give IC one of the s_trongest 
backstroke duos in upper New 
York State small college compe-
tition. Bob has scored 26 points 
this winter for the Bombers, 
while himself coming close to 
equaling Marshall's old 200 Back 
recorg. 
.A .jA.TAC 
'GAftDEN. 
(~ESTAU~ANT] 
. · Serv mg the Pvblac ~,ntt I 931 , 
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35mm camera Sale! 
L-ES 
- eiectronic · shutter 
8 to 112000 sec. 
-·f/J4 . 
- ·memory lock 
L-CS 
-
.MEMO 35 
sharp, 38mm. t,2·7 lens 
tOtally'·automatic, asa 25 · 500 
· electronic shuttet to 11650 -
self· timer, ho' shoe included 
_, 
prices ·too low 
to pr.inf.I 
•· 
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.,, '' 
./ - -- ,,., 
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Men's Swimming-Freshman 
frank · Fitzsimmond scored 13 
points and won both the 1000 and 
500 yard,Freestyle:races, to pace 
the college swim team to a 69-44 
win over Canisius College last 
Friday___ night at the Ithaca 
College pool. Fitz smashed his 
current varsity record in the 
1000 Free by four seconds, while 
,coming-within a second of setting 
a new record in the 500 Free 
race. Fitzsimmons has scored 92 
points for the Bombers this 
season. 
Women's Basketball-Junior cen-
ter Reba Nash has been a 
mainstay on the Women's offen-
sive attack this year. Reba led 
the· team over Brockport last 
Monday night as she scored 17 
points and hauled in 12 rebounds. 
Nash leads theJthacans in both 
catagories this year, as she has 
, scored~ 168 points and hauled· in 
125 rebounds. · · ·· - · 
continued on page 14 
,· 
SHARETHE RIDE 
. WITH US THIS 
VACATION 
ANO GET ON 
TO A GOOD THING. 
( . 
Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students 
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you 
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive .refreshed and on time. 
You'll save money, too. over the increased air 
fares. Share ~he ride_ with us on weekends. Holidays. 
Anytime. Go G~eyhound. 
GR~YHOUNb SERVICE 
ONE- ROUND- -YOU CAN 
TO WAY TRIP LEAVE 
YOU 
ARRIVE 
New York City IS.BS 
' 
30.15 
42.95 
S times dally '5 hour trip 
2 tlm_es· aa,1y B hour trip Bosto,. 22.61 
Ameripa.ss: go anywhere for 30 days for $/65 
. . 
·, :.· . GREYHOUND ·BUS-TERMINAL 
710 ·w. STATE. 272-7930 
... - . 
I 
a 80~1iREYHO.U.1D-.. ·.lfidtaave·lhe drlVlhil ta,us• · 
- : -, : ..,,:::., .. ,) ... •,,.Ji,,r- .. ..,t,~ • .':-i·. -•• • , ' • ' ' . . 
I 
-
J 
I 
1 
.1 
,\'!; 
· -- · ·· n:: I=~::~ 2;·:1;;:.·~~): ~: ::·~--~~"~'-: }'~~·~. · ,~: · ·· ·. · · ·~·:.f ~:~s-: I;~~~z:~l~-~~~;r 
. ~~~e~ :i~~' :->:·-·· :;/.c~-.:~.:_·~~lqt.f)J~-~.-~ -. :-'~Quidn~uoc·:,~:\.~~;~~J~:~~::~~~' ·: ·-:~-----
-'The lthacans as of now~ dO J -· •• ·-=-- - ·· · .. "-:··-:.': : ·: ·· · 1 • • ... ·-. O.bbl• at:-1111, or 2-1.2~9194·: - -~ · ,J.:: ..,. · 
not have a· place in the Eastern _Prep for.S,fason' .,,,. ca~iurue"' .jor.m: p~~--1 - ---'.'. : \ ; .• : ·. ' '. - .- - - ·ca~·~ .. d Mlil'4:' --_-> -- . ··--. ~- ' • : . . 
Reaional "'ournament." The -om - -- . _. continued jrom:ptJge 2. - . -:· ·,.:_heat-;.rairlalca,-ts ·-~·utttfurdl ,_this_ . . 
o· .L' " - •· - · .-- . -·,~--- .- - · .t1m,-otyear.Send·~ea.~osea , · 
en were informed by the adminis- r _ _ . -:o'clock~iJcn.morning, and they'i:e - ~en~g;.·pl~til!g, and fertilizin_g : ·_. . -. .-·· ·· · _ . · -L.o~!~ Richard 
tration that they had to win the by Sue W~ester ·· growing~'!{eary of 1~ the1; tl(em. .This - would --._. be Tullp fulbo;s;. _ . _ _ __ · -· ·.' 
State championship in order to ''f!le wo~n·~ lac:ro~ sea- · .. sleep ·to' chase .fires that don t momentarily. ben~ncial to tM HOW --does your 9arden, grow? 
earn the trip to tbe Eastern so~ will_~gm ~ year ~th ~ :_exist,"·he commen~d. . . College · ~<l ·intellecto_ally ~:w.~ Hope ~~u 1!1t.·ter\n1~_e~_100~· 
tourney., With t~is stipulation. orientation meetmg tomght · , beneficial to· the student. There · · · 
the Eastern Regional committee (Thursd9:y, -Fe~ary 27th). at are· .numerou~_ ~-possibilities f~r_. D•::h~:~~-a bl-d -~u_nce? -~-
could only give IC a first . 7:00 pm m the Hill ~nter, rpo~ . . . .such pr~graJDS. , - . _ r ~. __ . 'A sick ltd 
alternative reservation. "It's a P-4_. _li you are m~erested m._ ~ Lo~ Withiam/the~~ o_.f _- ,.~_The ·College. needs new. ideas ·R· · _ . _ 
shame," commented Coach Kost- trymg out for the teaµi but IC's Safety- and Secunt,y Divi- on how to keep costs.down and 'u 15 easy to be hard. sometimes 
rinsky' "the structure of the cannot_ atten~ this )Pe8~ing, SJ?8 ·sion, says.the primary -«iimger of quality high. Perhaps what looks _t_ai) eas~. sometlmes·U:io'lfard. Sor~-
~gional penalizes us for having. the coach, Miss Rich, m Office -- the-c1,1rrent situ_a'tion is tltat if·no_ most hlpeful in th~ fllt~re is ~r_ :::: tn!utf~!~~lng . your charm. · 
to wait for the outcome of the 28. • volunteers show up .when there new President. He will have the 
state tourney, -besides we're the The schedule has been in- is-a f1te, during the .time it would budget. alre!dy plann~d for him AIHappy. Birthday, 20th! _ 
only state to have a champio~ creased with a new opponent, take to put out a secon~ call and but there will be some leaway. If - : J--:..__ --
ship tourney in the Eastern East Stroudsburg. The te~ will get -men on. the SC;ene the. fire· he: has good ideas· the~ perh.IJ>s 
region." also be playing Brockport, Lock- could spread considerably and· next yea~ '\Ve can ·alle~ate so~e ~~~:~ ·a wonderful blrthday. r ;10-ie 
Bones 
Even with this news the haven, Cortland,- Hartw.ic~. Col- thus cause .greater .damage than problems and tuition . will be you verv much. ii. 
women are hungrily awaiting the gate, Oneonta, Penn. Sta~. and it normally would. ''Time is of.t~e kept · ·stable. It !alces 
NYSAIA W tournamnet. Tonight Cornell. There will be second eseence, immediate __ manpow.~r IS respons1bilitY-,_En the · part of 
the ladies face Brooklyn College team games with ~most -every .vital if a fll'e is to be kept under. everyone in the Ithaca College 
LOST: Wallet with lm}>ortant · 
at .8 PM in Cortland's Moffit opponen~. whicluvill give: all an control," he sald. · ·· Community to ·make it possfble. 
gymnasium. I.C. deafeated this increased opportunity to play'. . D. BEAR &b.J_ 26 -- -
documents 1nc:1ud1ng an a11en·re1ldent_ 
card and ithaca lO. Any l~form:iitlon 
pU,ase call serglo eu~os, Terrace to 
e, -; 07 e, centrex 781.-
ton1:-- . -
- . . . kl•staro 'f:iJ-e:-en•u I IOV!!'YOU-: kisses 
.In aiscussing the possibility G - . kisses. kisses kisses HUGS. Bella della 
that .a fu11tiJne paid rire depart - - r Q p· e VI n 8 testa. · •• - - · -
D'.!ent Would ms• ,,.... 'a-dequate 1n regard to the e1ue Parka stolen at 
-~ the 40, at, least, Please retllJ'll t1,e· 
squad in an earlier season The practice schedule begins 
contest, but "we're not going to directly after March vacaiton, 
take··anyo)!e lightly, we'll take- wiUi first cuts on Ft:iday,--March · 
each game one at a time," said 28th. Tliere will be informal 
Coach Kostrinsky. Ac~ording to practices ~ext week for those 
Coach Kostrinsky the highlight who want to get a head start on 
of the season would be to meet their conditioning. 
O>rtland State in the finals, to The team has lost. two key 
avenge an earlier loss to the Red players; Nancy Butler, who 
Dragons, besides, Cortland is the. played 3rd home and al~o Liz 
only N.Y. State team tM wo- Price, defense wing. · Ginger .. 
rpen's basketball team has lost to Chomko, who played point, will 
response to a P-!)tential blaze, .. keYch.aln. CQ!!tact Holly at x517, 
W ' uJ • 272·9894 or IC· BOX B30: 
, ithiam said that this wo dn t c;nrinued 10.,.m page' 2 -- RlaWARD' I'd llke my tlcens11 too. 
be practical. "If we ever left the cialty •. wor'', a-nd- the ·resou;ces of Av o N ·REP RE.SENT AT I vE. 
·Volunteer system the tax-rates in 11. k WANTED. 40% commbsion. Call Jan 
in two years. not be returning-. 
Returning seniors are 
Betsey Zimmer, April Hatch, 
and Deedee Hoffman. Sally 
Scatton, attack wing, who was 
team captain last year is return-
ing. She led the team in assists 
and was high scorer- along with 
Marna Holmes. Marna, who 
plays attack wing, is returning 
this season. Carol Hubbell and 
Reba Nash, two 'outstanding 
players of last year's defense are 
returning. Sherri Steup and 
Maria Hutsick are returning 
goalies. 
Women,Pucksters 
Co-Host Tourney 
by Janet Barr 
Cornell University and Ith-
aca College hosted.a women's ice 
hockey tournament this p~t 
weekend, with Brown University 
and Auburn High School as 
guests. Following Cornell's easy . 
victory over Auburn, ·8-1, the 
excellent Brown team outskated 
the lady Ithacans, giving goalie 
Chi Prurno a lot of action. The 
final scor.e_ w~ 9-0. . 
After losing a close match 
____ with Brown on Saturday, Cornell 
went on to beat ltha<:a, 9-1. The 
lone I.C_. goal was scored by 
Sheree Hoffman with assists by 
Wendie Diffenderfer and Janet 
Barr. Ithaca·s loss was not 
indicative of their improved play, 
which they will be·pitting against 
Colgate in their last game of the 
season, 5 pm on Saturday at 
Linah Rink. 
Superlatives. 
Forward Dee Dee Mayes 
h·as been the teams eutstanding 
freshman this winter. Mayes is 
second 'in scoring -and rebounds 
to Nash with 128 points and. 80 
rebounds. Dee Dee is also a good 
defensive' J!lllyer. who has come 
µp with key steals and blocked 
shots throughout the s~ason to 
help lead the Ithacans to a 
successful ·season. 
Ithaca· would .rise to unbearable artists and craftsmen. As Die at 272·7187 - ··• 
proportions." - . Clark p_ut it - ''For a buck you c~ Rock j,and needs a place t.o.,,practlce. 
'Weaver· said that one of his' find out what you want to know· Attention frats.!· If you let us practice 
you get a ·great band free at· every 
greatest personal disappoint- , · · ·. - . partY. ee the envy of ot~er frats· 
ments resulting from tlie false The feedback to thIS·1le~s-. :especially during this rush season. 
al · th f t th t th t f papo)r has reportedly been qmte Similar arrangement can "De worked arms IS e ac a era e o I M "'d' 'd 1. out· with anyone. Call Cadilla~ attrition among college ·students favorable...._/ any ID lVl ~.a S 217-3775. 
_ who·are volunteers is growing. hav_e placed ads for a 'lrt:e ~ELIVERV PERSONS. w~NT-ED: 
The department gives free lod·. variety ~f reasons, as have ma Y male or female to dellver tor the'· 
ing fo those students who work 
as volunteers·, and the Chief said 
that the frequent false alrams 
caused ·one student to move back 
to campus last fall, 'and that this 
appears to be a growing · prob-
lem. - '. 
g · downtown merchants.-. As the EGGROt:1- EXPRESS on the 1c 
cover of the December 17th issue campus only. MuSt have c::ar, s2 .25 
- per hour plus 50 cents per order ,, 
The penalty for any student 
caught participating in a 'false 
alarm is sumary suspension from 
· school.upon the recommenc:Iation 
of Dave Knowlton, head of the IC 
Judicial Board. If aQy student. is 
caught participating in an alarm 
with a non-student, there is. a 
good chance the case will end Ul} 
in the downtown courts, where 
the defendant will face either :a 
' class A or a _class B misdemea 
nor. . 
-- A . class A ·:misdemeanor 
carries. a maximum sentence of 
.one year, and/or $1000; and a· 
class B misdemeanor carries· a · 
states: . "We do not consider work Friday an~ or Saturday_ night 
our.selves a. cure-all,_'6_yt an between 5:30~9:30. c~n Bob ><75t, 
opportunity for people to offer 273'9896 
their goods and services_cheaper T\ood luck on exams and have a 
and effectively. The Grapevine good break.·see you In a lazy, hazy 
is a. marketplace, . a_ tnedium· Qf Charleston for ,a week of crewl~g, 
community exchange, word of boozing anct magical fun. Love: Tu 
mouth on paper.· lt.costs nothing 
d d I. Ii htl t -~gy and N;.na-to rea an on Y s g: . Y mo!e __ 0 -:: Have a great break. N, I'll ·see you 
advertise. Turn .over your g009s- 111-:oc...- (how ~o~t a.!11ovle) ._ai:id P, 
. d . . . We air need well, what· more can_,. s:iy l!Xcel>t· 
an services. , . . · cf!ARLESTON! Love, 
inexpensive commumcat1on. Tell . . The nut in 30'7 
it throu'gh the Grapevine." i>ear Married"Man, . 
Ads for all ltii'ios of services - Thanks for listening, things are . 
d. · d ·b I d th ugh better, I'm sorry It was ,uc11 i! s\raln an. goo scan e P ace ro . to walk up three flights of stairs. 
' the mail or, at the Grapevine- -.:rhanks, 
The G and GK storefront at 114 West S~ate 
Street. 
in tram ~ral~ 
Dear Mr Whammo, 
Try calling ext. 656 and ask for 
BIG RED. Peac::e, and good luck. · 
. I'!, Fellow Admirer 
Dear Tilda• -
.-... - ... ----------------~~~~~-. maximum sentence of six · The Ic·Intr.amurals depa:~ 
months:. and/or $500". ment plans to- get started right 
Sorry for the hassles maybe we'll 
smlle .it each other again, hop1:1fully 
soo.r.Peace, love and Woodstock, 
' . . LOVIJ< Leroy 
PS: I'm getting your chec'lc, If 
you'll give me my picture. 
' 
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NASSAU 
· ·7 ni~hts - ·8 days 
.$244* 
Includes! air fare roundtr~p 
,, . - . 
from NYC, hotel & sightseeing. -
• 
* per perso~ double o~cupancy 
,, 
.,·I ' . 
::-· . :-- . - -
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Chief Weaver feels fre~uent · affter March vacation with-a-full 
~al~e alarms have_ the pote_nt1al t?, slate of events. ·- Some of t~e ......... ~ 
cripple the volunteer syste~ · · e.verits- which should. be organi- · · 
4,_DP that offenders should receive . zin durin · the -·iast week in scheduled for early spring, open 
the "strictest possible penaJty !' · MJch are ~ourn~ents in Bad: .to' m~n and women, as ~ell as the 
minton Frisbee and Golf -(a old mtr~u~al.s favorites, golf_-
• ' - -. · 1 Th Fr' -'llnd tenms chmcs. A new event hole-m-one tourney,. e 15--. ·n'b dd dth' · - M 's 
d h I · to-- t w1 e a e 1s spring, en bee an o e-m-~ne urnamen ~ . d . Ch k £ d tails 
are· open to men only, wliile the m 00~ soccer· ~c or e . 
B d · · to• · to bot" ~·men on this and and the rest ne~ a mm ll..lS open ,.. • d · aft · f · 
:· . women ~and co-rec c~mpetition. '-wee~ an rtgalsht Hier vaca 10n m 
,. ·' 'i'hete is· .also, a swim meet ... theJntramur O __ ce. 
----':". 
" ·• ~· . 
-> -~(YER-5 s·110K•·.S.HO_l1: -
· ,·:-. ---~.i-~i,,,r•il~'~f-'~;~ · ·- · 
: . AJ_f .$11tt1k•t~a:. ~~pplJ•• · { 
- ., r~ ' . " ·:::,,-,--: . ,._ • ' .. - . 
· ·, .. Pap•rbound--BO()b_---~-
._._ .. _-Pip~,-R,~-~-~-·-
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The_!~can, Feb~afy 27, 1975. Page_ 15 
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1 
·_.CO:rilb.ined_~-with a· Wealth Or° .. 
· ~ ;_ ust;,-•k·:aa;-11,e'·_N_,. Editor," 'experience,: both · inside and Adorno·-
·, u1nner · 
.-ha~~- .1 m sure. you've· done ~ good ' · "d . · h.-. la · ,-
_lob,.Well,.at least you wire better ,t ·outi;1 e t e c ssroom, as being 
-~11ng Ne- Editor_ than t wu slldtng'_ ·foremost _in .the. selection of 
da.wn bannlsten. No, seriously, faculty . · · 
COngratr.. Love, ' ' 
The Norwelgl~n. ·. Johns expressed great faith in 
· · Ithaca College as an institution, 
TF's Grads PROF's earn $2000 or . · f f 
~ontinued from page 3 
Adorno ~tated that his main 
"':hll_aitay, February 27' 
Lunch 
, spm .Pea.soup 
Hamburger on Bun 
-Beef Barley Soup 
Pot RoaJt · 
.Swedish. Mea~balls 
!',lmond .Guy Ding 
or Tamale Pia 
fl'IOre- & free S·8 .weeks In Europe, ·stating it is one o the ew 
, · Africa, Asia. Nationwide ei:lucatlonal. colleges in the state which is in 
organization needs qualified leaders the process of "ascending." He for HS and college groups. Send . . . 
_objective. for Ithaca College was 
excellence·in career education."_ 
"I feel I can offer academic 
leadership" he said. 
Changes in the bureaucracy 
of the college were discussed by 
. the candidate, in the event he 
Baked Macaroni and Cheese 
·.<;elatln Fruit Plate 
Dinner· .. . 
Meat Vegetable soup ·· 
Breadecl Veal Cutlet Parmesan 
Beef stroganoff ·· 
·Baked Ham 
Friday, February 28 
- Lunch 
"Mlneurone s·oup 
Shepherd's Pie. 
Tuna Melt 
Cold. Meat Sandwiches 
corii:ed Beef on Rye 
Dinn.er 
Manhattan-Clam Chowder-
. Roast Turkey 
· Fried Perch-
Pizza -
saturdaY, March 1 
LUI\_Ch 
Vegetulan Vegetable soup 
Hot Dog on Bun_ with Baked Beans 
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich 
Ham Salad Sandwich 
. Scrambled Eggs· 
Dinner 
Split Pea Spup 
Charcoal Broiled Stdk 
London Broll · 
Halibut Steak 
Sunday, March 2 
Brunch .. 
Pancaked 
scrambled Eggs 
F~l,ad Eggs 
Beet.Hash 
Citrus Bowl 
Cold cuts· 
Cheese Tray . 
Lettuc,, Tomat9, Onions 
.-Sausage 
Dinner· 
Tomato Juice 
Baked Chicken· 
.Chopped Steak· 
Spanish- omelet or French Toast_ 
_M' iday, March _3 
·t.'.·unch_- _ 
-Chicken Gumbo Soup 
· Sloppy ioe S"andwlch 
Tuna Noodle Casserole / 
Julienne Salad eawt 
, .§rlll_e~ Reube!' Sandwicl:f 
Tue~ay, March 4 
Lunch 
Tomato Rice Soup 
Hot Turkey Soup 
Beef Over Noodles 
~o salad Sandwich 
·"Fruit Plate 
~ll1ner 
cream of Potato soup · 
Baked MeatJoaf 
Lasagna 
Seafood Newburg 
Sa!ad Bar 
"1'11dnesdaY, March s 
L•J,,~• 
... df Barley Soup 
Bar-!:J:-Q·Ham 
Grilled Cheese and Chill , 
Apple-Fritters Wit!' ~Ink Sausage 
"'nt,'..,19• 
w··-•MI Chowde·r 
Steak 
Prime Ribs 
Fried Chlcker 
Thursday, March 6 
1..unch 
Beef N.Qodle Soup· 
B~- ;:_ Lettuce and 
Not'oogs · 
Tossed Tuna Salad Plate 
Manager's Choice 
·01n·nu, · -
cream of Musnroom Soug 
Haddock Tallettes 
Chopped Steak 
Meatball Sub 
F.rldaiY, March 7 
Tomato· 
Lunch • Towen and Union Dining 
Halls Onl~ 
Vegetable Chowder 
1>'tzza _ '" · 
Hamllurgen and Fr•nch Fries 
_. ,Mut_ .BAll~Up ' 
sa1aa Plate 
DJnnar-Unlon ·Dining Hall Only 
Cin,adlan Cheese Soup 
Ctleese Steak Sandwich 
Fried Shrimp 
-····~········~·· ... 
-
Classified a'ds are free to on campus students and organizations. They are to be 
submitted In writi"ng an·d dropped off at our office or in our classified ad box 
at the Union Information desk. Deadline Is 6 PM Wednesdays, and unfortunate· 
ly, we ca·nnot guarantee that every classified csubm,tted wlll be printed. 
.. Chuck Shell- Jamie, 
. . Happy Birthday. Robert· --Goulet. . Congratulations on a-superb Job of 
~rail and .Stubs send their Agards dlrm:tlngl --
too. Love, - "One flew over ... " was fantastic. It 
: Cleon PJummer was rewarding and _ellghtenlng 
' experlen'ce for me. .,. · 
WANTED: t_ am -forced to_ repeat·my Bravo!! 
appeal ·for tll cute redhead, 5'6" or 
· _ uniter' wlllf a gocnt-sens@. of_ humor TYPING SERVICE 
._!Rd... a1f afflnlty~for New ,York resu·mes; term ·papers, thesis lab9!s, 
orepl>Jes ·. with taste for life's financial· statements, nal estate 
elegances, I ·received more than zo llsttnsis and ~losing contracts,-fund 
calls last week· 'but none-of you-had raising. letters ~ advertising · letten. · 
the, nerve:to follow- up.. Call -x~c;s 111' Justified · margins ·•or photo-=_offat 
3:0~. ·AM il.hd ask for Mr. Whainm~. p·r1nt1ng ·. reproclUctlons. . Phon11 . 
. ,, ~ 2?7-oon:·1ozs N. Tioga St: 
"DearMR Edison, . 
'name, addtess, phone, school,. saj.d the quality_ of education- at 
resume, leadership experience to, IC will continue to improve as Center for Foreign Study, PO BOX . 
606, Ann Arbor, MlchlganAddress b .- h C JI 
envelopes at home. $800 per month; long as mem ers o~ t e o ege 
see Business opportui:i1t1es ad. community maintain confidence 
BUSINE-55- OPPORTUNITIES: in ·.the school, despite the 
Address envelopes at home • .$800 per obstacles it faces and will face in 
month, possible. Offer & details, send the future. With this confidence, 50 cents (refundable) to: Triple S, • · 
300JJ ~et Rosa Pinion HIiis, upward momentum can 
California, 92372. continue,· for Johns views 
FOR SALE: Guild Bass bottome "self-opinion" as _one of the 
with two 15" speakers. Excellent most important standards in 
condition. Asking $130. Call Andy at . . h h f 272-9723 or x546 deternumng t e wort o an 
'• institution. 
·--Dear Fifi, Dora, Charlotte and Bo_ss 
Woman-
How's abol/t some chocolate chip 
Ice cream with whip cream and 
strawberry syrup. Love, 
Richard. 
Dr. See 
Rich, 
How 
pudding? 
continued from page 3 
On ·the que~tion of apathy, 
about some chocolate See felt apathy isn't a problem 
Fifi confined to -Ithaca College, but 
Dea'I· Mrs Parker- rather a problem on campuses 
Have a good time In Mexico. throughout the nation. To 
Watch out for bandits with tequila •• , abolish apathy he feels that firs_t 
Paut- . . ~z it's important to find out what 
For the record, I still feel. what I students think can be done and 
do. Than}j: you for the best year and . proceed from there. 
a half In 'Tl'IY lifll'. Here's hoping things · . • 
work out ... soon. "Ithaca College," says Dr. 
should become President. · 
"!would not have a Pro-
vost," said Adorno. The Presi-
, dent should work directly with 
the Deans of the individual 
schools, he said. "It.would help 
to open lines of communication." 
The elimination of the exec-
utive· assistant to the President 
would also be initiated by 
Adorno. He claims there is a 
high overhead of administration 
· and no clear system of responsi-
bility, which is resulting in lack 
of efficiency: -
· John B. Ellery, the final 
~andidate for President will be at 
Ithaca College on Thursday and 
Friday of this w:eek. He will 
meet with students in the 
Crossroads, · 2:00 on Friday af-
ternoon. 
"Ask Students" 
TRISH- · See, "has a good solid base" 
1 · won't stop after I've got your financially speaking It is continued from page 3 
soupons. I want your tickets and • · · 
stubs, toot physically sound, which is-impor- voicing our views long enough. 
M.A.- . sex Maniac tant for a private institution's We're long overdue for a 'good 
Have a nice day. success, and has programs that listening session." 
Mark- Love, c.o. insure enrollment in order to "'.fhe important thing," 
You're rnhlred. Tennis at Twelve . maintain high financially sound Howard concluded, "is that we 
I Dr.Johns 
contin~ed from page 3 
he placed on the quality of' the 
_faculty of an instit:ution ... Johns 
saw the worth of a teacher as 
being measured by the reactions 
of his: students. But the ultimate 
measure; he said, COIDl,S later 
when it becomes evident what 
kind of person the student h-a~ 
be~ome through his contact with 
a particular faculty memb_er; In 
discussing criteria for hiring new 
faculty members, Johns cited 
abilit_y to· communicate 
aspects. It's the "kind of go out and ask the guy· who's 
institution.:.to which I could paying 92 percent.of the cost of 
possibly make a contribution." he running this place, the student; 
said. . · :what he wants." · 
TJa.LIVBR.r 
TA'9MRlf 
.w1'• ,.,,_ .. .., 
_Tuesd~y th~u Saturday·· S J>.m. to 1 a.m. 
·- Dinners served ,:oo-a:JO . 
Reservations AeqUflted- Slt-772f 
GaNDOUS COCll~AII.S -
............ 
...................... 
THE 1:TH.CA C~LLEGE 
STUDENT SERVICES 
- . - -
. . ' 
RECORD ST.ORE 
V11$HES EVERYONE 
- ~ . . 
. ; · G~ 9et um marque~• and _thataglrr our Sugarbear: 
· .. _ · .M~rlnka. Th~~ for the trtp .. From .. , r1ove·you. Wha~ else? 
<· • -. - , the glrf_ who lives lr1-a •f!oe. : . - , 
-... 
Hennos A~VERY HAPP.Y VACATION 
. ,'. 
To New SASP trainees.;: --
. Goi3"dJuck · · 
~-Bassist wanted: Must be com1>etent 
- ·. and have equipment and ~lrne. Local ·· · · \. -
:112· 1 ~.nd ort: the way _ up needs your_-. ~~ :· IIIL -· 
_ , . _ ..:_ · · _ servlces.-we have J_obs lined up.:Dan't .'.~ ~•.it. 
Dur Cindy, Next time· you lay eyes detay ... call today. We need you right · 
on Mr ·Whilrnmo you'll know better away and. we're very good. Call J•ff · 
tnan-to.tell m~. . •. _- - ·- 277-0107.- · . ' 
,. -Shy 011e .. :· · · · 
wm -take care of 1>tants,ifsh, .sm.i11 ~-
-. rodents for vacation. E~cellent care, _: _ 
grow llgbts. _Rate 2S cents pu plan·t··, 
- for duration of.vacation. WIii pick.up ·; 
and deliver. Call" 2.77-:l"3ZO:. A:Sl<' for·.·· Rott ; • :.. · '· .. 
Deb and Jo, ----
Jt Wal Oefl;11!tely strawberry! . 
... . __ ,,. 
. MlSSt N~/ ~ 2-~eek' 'o1d-1Jl;ic~- pupp~; -~ .. : 
- . :, with ·white P•¥fs· and :i:hesf: Lost. 111· :•.,, 
. . vlc_lnlt)" o,f Buffalo 'Street, -P.leas• call .'.~c 
· 277•060S:. .. · · ! . .' 
. . ~- -. . . . -. '::'::; 
- - ~ ~ . - . ,· .. --~ ' -
BASEMENT WEST TOWER 
, ·1tttACA COLLEGE ITHACAN Y 
. . 
·. •:,, 
;--., .... ,. ,, ' 
-
. . . 
: .. ,· ' ·: ' .. :- . : .. :·· ,·>_ . ; . 
.. ,' . -: ,:" ,, ' 
_··',·-.-~,.-·,'.,: ·.- ... ~ .. ·~' 
' -.. - \ 7 
SllTURQllV Nbrdi 8 .. ·, . - , 
''DUCK SOUP''·(@). 
IUR YMrrh9 · .. · · .. 
. ' .... -· 
'!A NIGHl'AT1FIE 0PERK'(m5) -
,' - ' ..... ' 
M(Q)~Dt£Y ~rch' 10 _ _ . __ . . 
'!A DAY AllRE IMCES"(m1) . 
. . ' .... ' 
V 
,, 
... 
- . '.... . '• : 
- TUIEll)4'3/1Vbrch.ll -. :r. -.' -
.· "GO'NESr" (1940) .. · ·. ·. ·. 
' : ,,_ . , . ... : . ,/' . 
. 
·- ,tr ,,,., 
'.' 
. ' 
.. 
. . '... .-
: ... ' • _,f" ' • 
